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Decision making is an active area of research in simulation� systems engineering

and arti�cial intelligence� One subset area of decision making� automated route plan�

ning� is covered in this work with our approach based on the technique of simulation

rather than on purely heuristic or geometric techniques� This new technique is called

simulation�based planning �SBP	� Simulation�based planning is useful for route plan�

ning under various conditions including uncertain locations and events with potential

adversarial activity� We propose that it is only by using simulation that one can make

the most e�ective plan in uncertain and complex environments�

SBP extends the planning area mainly in three aspects� First� probabilistic un�

certainty is handled through detailed and replicated simulation of models rather than

solving them analytically� for example� using probability theory� Second� simulation

models naturally extend the level of reasoning to greater detail� often involving con�

tinuous state space� Thus� SBP is able to produce plans that are closer to the level
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of execution� Additionally� one can often discover subtleties that may be missed by

higher level planners which are often rule�based� Third� the complexity of multia�

gent adversarial planning breaks down when object�oriented multimodel simulation

is used� Here� each agent or adversary is individually modeled and simulated in re�

sponse to each plan� In addition� to ensure that SBP can be used within reasonable

time constraints� we develop general experimental design algorithms and techniques

which reduce the overall simulation time�
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CHAPTER �
INTRODUCTION

Planning is indispensable to our everyday lives� We plan for everything� whether

we work� relax or sleep� Having a plan�a good plan�greatly a�ects the successful

outcome of events and this is why humans spend time to plan� hoping that planning

ahead will increase the probability of success� Planning is a fundamental aspect of

human intelligence and therefore it has become a fundamental problem in model�

ing intelligent behavior within Arti�cial Intelligence� Through time� planning do�

mains have evolved from the typical �toy�world� domains such as the blocks world to

�real�world� domains such as mission planning in the military� The earlier classical

planning methods are no longer appropriate for these real�world planning problems

which can contain uncertainties and real�time constraints in decision making� A ma�

jor problem with these uncertain domains is that it is hard to predict the outcome

of events� which is essential to planning�

Our approach to solving the problem is Simulation�Based Planning �SBP	�a

method that incorporates simulation models into the planning process� By building

simulation models for individual objects and simulating them to gather the combined

e�ects at the required level of detail� we are able to plan for more complex� adversar�

ial environments more readily and e�ectively� In addition� SBP�s ability to reason at

a level of �ner granularity can bridge the gap between the two planning areas
 �	 the

classical AI planning domain which represents the coarser level of planning� dealing

mainly with symbolic and abstract actions� and �	 the intelligent control planning do�

main representing the lowest level of planning� dealing with actual optimal execution

of the given plan�

�
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��� Problem Statement

The general problem of planning in AI is commonly identi�ed with problems that

are highly conceptual where individual actions are of the form �Go To Supermarket�

and �Buy milk� ���� A plan is an ordered set of such high�level actions� Here� the

concern is not how one will physically �at a detailed level	 get to a supermarket� but

rather it is on the ordered set of actions whose logical e�ects will satisfy the goal�

STRIPS ���� �� is a classical example of such an approach to planning� This type

of approach is reasonable if the execution of the produced plan is not the responsi�

bility of the planner� Di�culties arise when execution becomes part of the planning

system� and planning problems take place in an environment over which the planner

has no control� such as another agent or an enemy� and when there is uncertainty

of available information or uncertainty of another agents� reaction� In such cases�

accurate prediction of the resulting states of plan execution is extremely di�cult�

Past reasons for using rules in planners centered around the idea that rules are

easy to build� less expensive to execute� and that they adequately re�ect the heuris�

tics of the human decision maker �e�g� the company commander	� However� because

thousands of rules are involved just to model one agent or entity� the complexity of

maintaining and reasoning about plans is not easy� especially since rule�based sys�

tems are usually centralized� Also� real�time constraints are often hard to meet with

the rule�based approach because there is no well�de�ned way to optimize the rea�

soning process� As will be discussed in section ���� rules alone are inadequate�due

mainly to their symbolic nature�in handling planning areas which require reasoning

at �ner level of detail often involving continuous systems� In addition to trying to

model human decision making� it is just as important �if not more	 to create plan�

ners which yield the best plans or decisions that are likely to succeed even in the
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presence of uncertainty and complexity� In actuality� some combination of �	 captur�

ing human decision making heuristics and �	 creating automated planners capable of

near�optimal decisions �based on objective functions	 is the ideal solution� and it is

toward this solution that our work is directed�

In this work� we de�ne a simulation�based planning �SBP	 methodology for pro�

ducing near�optimal decisions and route plans� Since the route planning area of

research lies in between the higher level of symbolic AI planning and the lower level

of intelligent control� it is an ideal candidate for SBP� where the use of simulation

enables reasoning under uncertainty at a �ner level of granularity� Route planning

can largely be categorized into two types
 �	 a set of alternative routes are given and

the goal is to select the best route with the best plan of execution� and �	 no alter�

native routes are given and the goal is to produce a near�optimal traversal strategy

in the current environment� In the �rst type� it is assumed that the set of alternative

routes are produced by a higher�level symbolic planner or a human expert� In the

second type� selecting an alternative route is no longer an issue but rather selecting

the appropriate traversal strategy �e�g� various parameter settings� behaviors	 for

route traversal is the main concern�

In terms of speci�c application areas� we have chosen mission planning within

the military domain as our main area since it always involves some form of route

planning of the �rst type� In the military� routes greatly a�ect the success of the

whole mission� whether the mission takes place on ground or in the air� We have

also applied the SBP method to solve the second type of route planning for the Mars

Rover� Finally� as an application of SBP for on�line decision making� we present a

simulation model based decision system for controlling a truck depot�





��� Background and Related Work

At a fundamental level� general AI planning� decision making� intelligent control

and route planning in robotics� all strive to solve a common problem�based on

some model of a given process� determining what actions will a�ect the process in a

desired way� At a glance� the problem appears to be di�erent because each area uses

di�erent types of models dealing with di�erent levels of abstraction and applications�

To view the problem of decision making and route planning in a larger context� we

have studied di�erent areas that are relevant to planning� First� we present some

background insights about the relationship between simulation and AI planning and

then discuss related work�

����� Simulation and AI Planning

In the simulation literature� simulation is de�ned as �the discipline of designing

a model of an actual or theoretical physical system� executing the model on a dig�

ital computer� and analyzing the execution output�� Fishwick ���� page ��� In the

planning literature� Dean and Wellman ���� state that the idea of using a model to

formulate sequences of actions is central to planning and� given a sequence of actions�

a robot can use the model to simulate the future as it would occur if the actions were

carried out� Simulation can provide the robot with information that can be used

to suggest modi�cations or to compare the proposed sequence with an alternative

sequence� And we believe humans also have models built and stored in their brain

for most objects or systems that exist in the world and these models are used to

formulate sequences of actions that would occur in the future if a plan was executed�

Especially for problems where the complexity of �nding the solution is too complex

for humans� such as �nd a path through a maze� humans tend to use trial and error

method to eventually �nd the correct path� Once simulation models have been built
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for individual entities of the world� simulation can be used as a tool to provide the

planning system with information useful for evaluating its hypothesis� Therefore�

it is logical that we employ simulation within the planning process to simulate the

uncertain results of a proposed plan before the plan is selected for execution�

To overcome this increase in complexity of reasoning� many new approaches have

been introduced� Schoppers�s universal plans generates a reaction to every possible

situation that can occur during plan execution ����� Salisbury and Tallis�s automated

adversarial planner ���� is a hierarchical� backtracking planner capable of performing

automated planning� execution monitoring� and replanning� This planner accepts a

mission with its related information such as task organization from the division plan

and searches the problem space to �nd a sequence of actions for the battalion� The

plans produced by these methods are robust but can be very large and expensive to

execute� Also� replanning is often too slow to be useful in time�critical domains�

From a system theoretic point of view� latest work by Dean et al� ��� focuses on

a method based on the theory of Markov decision processes for e�cient planning in

stochastic domains� This approach is closely related to our work in that the world is

modeled as a set of states and actions having a transition model that maps state and

action pairs into discrete probability distributions over the set of states� However� it

di�ers considerably in several aspects� First� probability is handled analytically which

means the outcome is probabilistic but deterministic� In SBP� it is nondeterministic

since data is either sampled from a distribution or produced by a more detailed sim�

ulation model� Second� the value or reward of each state has to be predetermined

with a probability� With SBP� the value of the entire path is calculated at the end

of each simulation based on an objective function� Another way to describe this dif�

ference is in terms of the objective function
 our method uses a dynamic evaluation

function based on simulation data while the other uses a static evaluation function
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based on probability and static values� Another di�erence is the type of domain it

can handle� As Dean et al� ��� state� the method is reasonable only in a benign envi�

ronment while SBP can handle malicious environments involving adversarial agents�

In Wellman ��� ��� the problem of route planning is treated as an extension of the

well known shortest�path problem� He points out that for most AI route planning

domains� the cost of a route is the sum of the cost of its segments and the cost of each

edge in a route are assumed to be known with certainty� Standard search algorithms

such as best��rst and A� are based on these assumptions and optimality is no longer

guaranteed when the route costs are probabilistic and dependent� Wellman proposes

a generalized dynamic�programming approach based on stochastic dominance which

solves these problems� However� again this approach does not consider problems

where the state transition itself is nondeterministic�

Uncertainty

In planning� there are several di�erent types of uncertainty ����� Here� we discuss

two categories that are most relevant to our work�

Data Uncertainty � There may be uncertainty in the knowledge of the environ�

ment such as the location or existence of the enemy� Uncertainty due to noise

of the sensors or other systems also belong in this category�

Randomness � Some domains are inherently random� Even when the available

knowledge is complete and certain� stochastic properties exist� For example� it

is never possible to perfectly predict the reaction of another agent in response

to a given stimuli� Although we may be able to make a good guess� we can

never be completely certain and thus� a form of randomness exists� Another

good example is uncertainty due to the randomness of the outcome of events�

Predicting the outcome of such events as engagement between two entities in

the battle�eld is di�cult due to its random nature�
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����� Intelligent Control

Intelligent control deals with problems that are more physical and less conceptual�

The problem of steering a cargo ship to a desired heading ��� or planning a path for a

robot are typical problems in intelligent control� Even though the whole task can be

simply stated as �steer the ship to heading x�� at the control level� if we are to build

a more practical system� we should be also concerned with tuning the control input

to physically steer the ship to a precise heading� Thus� planning and control should

be integrated in order to provide a more complete and reliable system� Dean ����

provides a good overview of the various problems and techniques available in these

two areas�

����� Decision Science and Game Theory

Decision science involves the creation of decisions based on a game�theoretic foun�

dation� Given the current �state of the world�� one can embark upon several courses

of action �decisions	 each of which will yield a payo� or utility ����� Games can be

naturally extended to continuous systems ��� �often found in simulation	 by equating

the input �or forcing	 function to a continuously changing decision which alters the

payo� given the corresponding state changes�

���� Scheduling

Scheduling is a decision�making process that is concerned with the allocation of

limited resources to tasks over time� Optimization of one or more objectives is its goal�

Scheduling problems are very di�cult even for situations where the requirements and

resource characteristics are completely deterministic ����� Rogers ���� divides the

approaches to scheduling into three groups
 �	 pure non�simulation�based approaches�

�	 pure simulation�based approaches� and �	 hybrid approaches�
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Pure non�simulation�based approaches are again divided into two alternative ap�

proaches to schedule generation
 the �rst uses Operations Research �O�R�	 tools and

the second is based on AI concepts� Space limits further discussion of the O�R� ap�

proaches and the reader can consult Dempster et al� ���� for more information� AI

approaches have already been discussed in previous sections so they too will not be

discussed here�

Pure simulation�based approaches employ the following steps whenever a decision

needs to be made�typically in a manufacturing system environment �����

�� The user initializes the simulation model with the current state of the environ�

ment such as released orders and production resources� The planning and order

requirements are also given which comes from higher level information systems�

�� The user identi�es the set of actions which is applicable at this decision point

as candidates for evaluation�

�� The user makes one simulation run �because it is deterministic	 for each of the

candidates� The results are stored for later analysis�

� After all options have been evaluated� the one with the best performance is

selected and implemented�

Finally� hybrid approaches emerged due to de�ciencies of a pure simulation�based

approach to dynamic rescheduling� One of the problems is that human activities

such as candidate action selection� performance evaluation� and schedule choice are

di�cult� causing signi�cant time delays in the overall system� Wu and Wysk ���

employ discrete simulation to evaluate a set of sound dispatching rules �in the domain

of �exible manufacturing systems	� The rule with the best simulated performance in

the time period is then applied to the physical system� This is very similar to our
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work since it is using simulation to evaluate and choose the best alternative for the

current situation� However� a major di�erence� other than the fact that the domain

is totally di�erent� is that these simulations are deterministic� As pointed out �����

there are questions as to the validity of such simulations for systems where there is

known stochasticity�

����� Object�Oriented Multimodeling Methodology

The object oriented approach to simulation is discussed in di�erent literature

camps� Within computer simulation� the system entity structure �SES	 ��� �an

extension of DEVS ����	 de�nes a way of organizing models within an inheritance

hierarchy� In SES� models are re�ned into individual blocks that contain external

and internal transition functions� Within the object oriented design literature ���� ��

the e�ort is very similar in that object oriented simulation is accomplished by building

�	 a class model and �	 dynamic models for each object containing state information�

Harel ���� ��� de�nes useful visual modeling methods in the form of �state charts�

so that the dynamics may be seen in the form of �nite state machines�

Models that are composed of other models� in a network or graph� are called

multimodels ���� ��� ��� ���� Multimodels allow the modeling of large scale systems

at varying levels of abstraction� They combine the expressive power of several well

known modeling types such as FSAs� Petri nets� block models� di�erential equations�

and queuing models� By using well known models and the principle of orthogonality�

we avoid creating a new modeling system with a unique syntax� In the original

multimodeling concept� when the model is being executed at the highest level of

abstraction� the lowest level �representing the most re�ned parts of the model	 is also

being executed� Each high level state duration is calculated by executing the re�ned

levels that have a �ner granularity�
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To optimize execution time of these models� we are making an extension to the

multimodeling concept� By using concepts and methods from aggregation� we plan

to build levels of aggregated models so that when time is a limiting factor� we can

choose to execute at higher levels of abstraction�

The following provides an excellent starting point when deciding how to organize

information and build models of dynamical systems from a simulationist point of

view ����


�� Start with a concept model or the class hierarchy of the system� This phase

should involve creating all relationships among classes� Classes can be related

in multiple ways but we consider only two key relations� both of which take

advantage of hierarchy and the sifting of information either up a tree �aggre�

gation	 or down a tree �inheritance	� Generalization or inheritance is where

attributes and methods are copied to lower level classes� Aggregation is the

reverse situation where structural information is passed from the leaf nodes to

the root node�

�� Create a class model using a visual approach such as OMT ����� A class is a

set of similar objects� The structure of a class involves two items
 attributes

and methods� Attributes are static and generalize to capture static models�

whereas methods are dynamic and generalize to capture dynamic models� Ex�

amples of static models are data models �as in the database systems literature	

and semantic networks �in the AI literature	� Examples of dynamic models

are found in the simulation literature �e�g Petri nets� automata� block models�

systems dynamics graphs� bond graphs and equational models	� The base type

of dynamic models are declarative� functional and constraint� Both static and

dynamic models tend to have graphical con�gurations� but there are exceptions


static model��rst�order logic relations� dynamic model� di�erential equations�
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�a	 Static model structures can change over time� They are called static since

the model structure does not encode dynamics or a change of state� In�

stead� a static model encodes structural information much like the at�

tribute Max Speed has a value which can change over time but Max Speed

has no coding information� and so cannot �change itself�� Therefore� �static�

refers to a lack of inherent dynamics or code� and not to an inability to

change�

�b	 The term �model� re�ects physical objects� Non�physical objects and

classes� such as the data structure Linked List� are normally not associated

with �model� unless a speci�c real�world metaphor is applied where� for

instance� a Stack is represented as a physical stack of objects� Therefore�

the term �model� is relevant to real�world phenomena�

�� Finally� Construct a multimodel to build a network of models each of which

de�nes a part of the overall system� In the usual object oriented approach�

phase three translates to creating methods for an object that alter the state of

that object� The problem is that phase three can be quite complex depending

on the scale of the system being modeled� There needs to be a way of developing

multi�level models that specify the phase three dynamics� Our approach is to

use multimodels for this purpose�

In addition� within the con�nes of an example� we provide some guidelines for

representing knowledge as models� Let�s consider a physical �D space called S� S

can be partitioned into cells using several di�erent techniques� such as quadtrees and

meshes� Space S has attributes in each cell� For example� an attribute might be

�water level�� �concentration� or some other physical characteristic of S� There are

two objects which can roam around on space S
 A and B�
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�� We create an object S which is an aggregate of� say�  cells� Each of these cells

has  sub�cells� A quadtree model� showing the layout of S� is stored as an

attribute of S�

�� Since S is a type of space� then we can form a generalization hierarchy where

S inherits attributes from a higher level class called SPACE� We can also form

an aggregation hierarchy for S so that all space attributes of the sub�cells are

aggregated �passed upward	 until we reach S as the topmost aggregation node�

The mechanics of where items are physically stored in memory are left to the

implementation� Even though S logically contains the entire aggregate space in

an array� the implementation may choose to keep the information stored either

all at the top node �S	 or in the leaf nodes�

�� Let�s suppose that there exists one A and one B in a particular cell� and further

suppose that the dynamic relation of A to B remains �xed� For example� A is

�always	 pushing B� Then a dynamic model such as a functional block model

is de�ned within object S or another sub�object which contains both A and B�

With a functional model� there will be a function �a� de�ned in object A and

a function �b� in object B� The functional model �a � b� is a model within S�

Therefore� dynamic models contain coupling information for functions which

lie underneath it within the aggregation hierarchy�

� Consider that we have eight A objects �A�� A�� ���� A�	 in a cell and that they

are con�gured in a circle shape� The dynamics for all As are de�ned so that

the two nearest neighbors of any object operate as if springs connected them

together �i�e� a circle of objects with springs connecting each object to the

nearest � neighbors	� There will be a constraint model in S which contains
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terms referencing the attributes located in each Ai� The constraint model is

useful when there is not one direction�

�� Suppose that A and B move around independently of one another� but within

the con�nes of one sub�cell� Then� there will be a function or dynamic model

in each of A and B� There is no higher level �coupling� to form a dynamical

model since the objects are independent� If we let A and B move around the

entire space S then� the aggregation hierarchy �i�e�� the static quadtree model

in S	 will change over time� Again� this is the logical knowledge representation�

whereas an actual program may decide to avoid this implementation overhead

by storing all information about the sub�cells in S �at the top level	 to avoid

changing static models� Most of our route planning domains fall within this

category� Many of the objects such as aircrafts� tanks� radars� robots and rocks

move around independently of one another but within the con�nes of a certain

planning area�

�� So far we have avoided any dynamic model over the ��eld� S� We can create a

dynamic model in S which de�nes how sub�cell attributes of concentration or

level changes over time� A di�usion equation may serve as this model� There is

the question of how the di�usion equation �describing dynamics over the �eld S	

interacts with the other models for the movements of A and B� The interaction

of the �eld and object dynamic models takes place as a part of the model�s

structure� For example� when calculating the �eld at any given time� we might

need to know an attribute of A or B� This attribute is referenced directly in the

di�usion equation model in S� The same is true for the e�ect that the di�usion

equation has on the models for A and B�
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�� As a general rule� a dynamic model involving various functions and state vari�

ables should be located in an object which is an aggregate of all objects contain�

ing those functions and state variables� This is why we put the di�usion model

in S� We could� however� have stored the previously speci�ed functional model

a� b within a sub�cell which always contains A and B� and is contained within

S� It need not appear in S unless A and B are allowed to roam throughout S

during the simulation� and not only within a sub�partition of S�

��� Contribution to Knowledge

The main contribution of this research is the introduction of a new methodology


Simulation�Based Planning� SBP extends and improves the planning horizon in three

aspects� First� it handles probabilistic uncertainty through detailed and replicated

simulation of models rather than solving them analytically using probability theory

or using simple Monte Carlo sampling� Second� simulation models can naturally

extend the level of reasoning to a �ner level of granularity� often involving continuous

state space� Thus� SBP is able to produce plans that are closer to the detailed level

of execution and thereby often discovering subtleties �which would have been missed

by a higher�level planner	 that may lead to failure of a plan� Finally� multiagent

adversarial planning is easily achieved through object�oriented multimodel simulation

where each agent or adversary is individually modeled and simulated in response to

each plan�

A common impression that people have about simulation is that it is time con�

suming� This is true when either there are many alternatives to consider or when

many replications are necessary in order to gather the e�ects of uncertain factors�

However� we show that simulation time can be reduced� allowing time constraints to

be met� through the use of experimental design methods and multimodeling methods
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(Chap. 5)

single-agent

Figure ���� Classi�cation of problems

in simulation� Some domain speci�c heuristics can also be useful in pruning out alter�

natives� Experimental design is a well established method in simulation which allows

the optimization of the experimental process so that as much information as possible

is obtained at the least cost� Thus� simulation experiments can be designed so that

the plans are evaluated in the time available with a certain con�dence level� Another

way to control the simulation time �i�e� the planning time	 is to decide at which level

of abstraction the model will be simulated� The newly extended Multimodeling will

allow the simulation models to be de�ned at di�erent levels of abstraction so that

any one of the levels can be chosen for execution� A high�level simulation can be

done by sampling from a distribution� employing a closed�form analytic technique� A

complex low�level simulation can be done by simulating the state change in greater

detail at each time step with the use of di�erential equations or continuous�state

control block models� In section ������ we provide a general framework for developing

an experimental design block called the Executive model that will accomplish such a

task�

�� Outline

Simulation�Based Planning as a general methodology is discussed in chapter ��

In chapter �� an example multimodel design for decision making is presented using a

truck depot problem�
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Figure ��� classi�es the three sample application domains we have selected in

terms of two properties�whether the planning domain is multi�agent or not and

whether it involves any nondeterminism �uncertainty of data	� The mission plan�

ning domain described in chapter  represents a planning domain that is multiagent

and adversarial but with no data uncertainty� There is uncertainty of enemy�s action

but none in terms of available information or randomness of events� In chapter �� we

introduce the Mars Rover route planning application� This problem does not involve

any adversarial agent but it does have signi�cant amount of data uncertainty and

randomness� The most complex problem of three� the mission planning in the air

force in chapter � is multiagent� adversarial and uncertain� Route planning domains

can also be classi�ed based on whether or not di�erent routes are given as part of the

alternatives� The military mission applications in chapters  and � involve choosing

a route from a set of alternative routes� whereas the rover planning application in

chapter � does not� Finally� conclusions are presented in chapter � and future work

is discussed in chapter ��



CHAPTER �
METHODOLOGY

��� Simulation�Based Planning

Simulation�Based Planning refers to the use of computer simulation to aid in the

decision making process� In much the same way that adversarial trees are employed

for determining the best course of action in board games� SBP uses the same basic

iterative approach with the following items
 �	 a model of an action is executed to

determine the e�ciency of an input or control decision� and �	 di�erent models are

employed at di�erent abstraction levels depending on the amount of time remaining

for the planner to produce decisions� In the �rst item� board game trees implement a

static position evaluation function� whereas� in SBP� a model is executed to determine

the e�ects of making a move� In the second item� SBP can run more detailed models

of a physical phenomenon when there is su�cient planning time or fast computation

or parallel methods are instrumented�

The military has been using simulation�based planning for many decades in the

form of constructive model simulation� A constructive model is one based on equations

of attrition and� possibly� square or hexagon�tiled maps using discrete jumps in both

space and time� To decide whether to accept a course of action� one can use a

constructive model �a �wargame�	 to evaluate the alternatives� Related work by

Czigler et al� ��� demonstrates the usefulness of simulation as a decision tool� Our

extension in SBP is one where we permit many levels of abstraction for a model�

not just the aggregate abstraction level characterized by Lanchester equations and

combat result tables� The idea is to allow the planner the �exibility to balance the

need between the required level of detail and the amount of time given to make a

��
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decision� The notion that simulation can be used for decision making is covered in

several disciplines� such as for discrete event based models ����

We are not claiming that SBP is the method to use in all types of planning

problems� For planning problems whose problem domain is well known� the outcome

of each action certain and their interaction simple� SBP will not be able to exhibit

its advantages� And for most cases� SBP should be used in conjunction with some

type of higher level reasoning system so that the initial set of candidate plans are

produced by this higher level system� Then for evaluating which is the near�optimal

plan and for re�ning the plan to the execution level to ensure near�optimal results�

SBP should be employed�

��� The SBP framework

We present the SBP framework in terms of three components
 the simulation

component� the experimental design component and the output analysis component�
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The model in ��� is the top level general framework for simulation�based route

planning systems� We discuss each of the three components and the individual blocks

that belong to each component�

����� Simulation block 
 Trial

To use simulation in planning� we �rst need to identify the set of controllable and

uncontrollable variables� Speeds� routes� actions of objects are controllable� whereas

any kind of uncertainty such as uncertainty of weather conditions and outcome of

combat are uncontrollable� The controllable variables or factors are sometimes called

as parameters in the simulation literature ����� The main objective of plan simulation

is to gather the e�ects of the uncontrollable through repeated sampling �replication	

while varying the parameters to �nd a near�optimal combination of controllable values

in spite of the uncertainty� We say near�optimal because we can never guarantee the

optimality of a plan given the uncertainties of actual plan execution� In addition

to parameters� there are noise factors and arti�cial factors� Noise factors include

sources of variation within the real�world system as well as exogenous factors such

as customer and supplier characteristics� Arti�cial factors are simulation speci�c

variables such as the initial state of the system� termination conditions and random

number streams� We consider noise factors in chapter �� Due to the nature of our

problem� arti�cial factors such as initial state of the environment and termination

conditions of plans are assumed to be given by the user� Other issues of arti�cial

factors are discussed mostly in section ������ Here we present some de�nitions that

will help us formally describe the simulation algorithm we have created�

De�nitions

We model the environment E as a �nite set of world states Q and a �nite set of

actions A where an action may be taken in every state or in a certain subset of states

Q� Let the environment E consist of a set of K objects W  fW��W�� � � � �WKg and
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let their respective states be qi�t	 for eachWi at time t� Note that we de�ne an object

to be an entity that is physically represented as an object in the real world� object

such as a radar site� missile site and plane� These objects may be an aggregate of

other objects� A Weather object� for example� may be represented as a single object

outputting weather conditions at every delta time or as an aggregate of other objects

such as clouds� wind� and sun�

Then we can de�ne the world state at time t to be

Q�t	  q��t	� q��t	� � � � � qK�t	

Also� we de�ne

A�t	  �a��t	� a��t	� � � � � aK�t		

where ai�t	 represents a set of possible actions Wi can take at time t� Normally� a

single action from the set ai�t	 will be chosen to be simulated� But for objects whose

models are moving continuously such as a �ghter aircraft� a basic action such as

UpdateLoc is taken for every time step and any additional action such as �re weapon

may also be taken�

Unlike most plan evaluation schemes where the predicted state transition occurs

by analytic �therefore� deterministic	 and probabilistic functions� SBP nondetermin�

istically chooses the �most likely to happen� actions given the situation� In other

words� SBP does not simply choose the state with the highest probability like other

existing methods which use stochastic dominance ���� but evaluates the transition

by sampling the probability� In the deterministic methods� the state that has the

highest probability of being the next state will always be the predicted next state�

whereas� in SBP� that state willmost likely be the next state but not necessarily� This

is because� in SBP� the next state is determined either by probabilistic sampling or

by executing a detailed model �which may eventually involve some type of sampling	
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of the transition itself� Thus� both an advantage and possibly a drawback� SBP may

come to evaluate actions which do not have the highest probability of occurring�

Since the choice to take action a in a given situation may be uncertain� we model

the probability of this choice for Wi in the following example�

Suppose ai�� ai�� ai� are three possible actions given the current state Q�t	
�� Then�

based on the probability distribution or in our case� based on the object models�

internal heuristic or logic� the choice is made�

Let us assume that the model we simulated chose ai�� Let there be two possible

state changes that can result from this action� We denote this change as qi��t ! �	

and qi��t! �	� Then the transition function can be written as

��Q�t	� ai�	  fQ�t	� qi��t ! �	�Q�t	� qi��t! �	g ����	

where � denotes a change where a new state qi�t!�	 is added and the old state qi�t	

is deleted� Their respective transitional probability can be expressed as

Pr���Q�t	� ai�	  Q�t	� qi��t! �	�  a

Pr���Q�t	� ai�	  Q�t	� qi��t! �	�  b

If a detailed transition model exists� then it can be simulated to provide the exact

transition given the current state� But if no such models exists or if time is limited�

we can simply sample the probability given above to decide which will be the next

state of qi� Consequently� the next world state Q�t ! �	 is obtained when all the

objects have transitioned to their next states such that

Q�t ! �	  q��t ! �	� q��t! �	� � � � � qK�t ! �	

We now de�ne the following


�In most cases� an object will make a decision based on a small subset of the world state and
thus entire world state Q is usually not needed�
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� Let R be a set of routes that need to be simulated and chosen from� The total

number of routes is N and Rj denotes the jth route where � � j � N �

� Stationary Object refers to an object that remains physically in the same

location throughout the simulation and objects that do not have the ability to

physically change location� Ground radars� missile sites and buildings are some

examples� A stationary object may no longer exist when it is destroyed during

the simulation� Let O be the set of all stationary objects where j O j M �

� Moving Object refers to an object that has the ability to physically move and

change its location during simulation �e�g� planes� AWACS and missiles	� Let

D be the set of all moving objects where j D j L�

� Planner Object refers to the object which is the planning entity itself� We

denote it by Op�

� Let "O be the set of uncertain stationary objects� Let "D be the set of uncertain

moving objects� Then� these objects can have one or more of the following

uncertainties


� initial location �if associate total probability is less than � then the object�s

existence is also uncertain	

� type �e�g� type of plane� type of missile	

� con�guration �e�g� power� speed� etc	

� decision logic of the object

Then� following is our simulation algorithm
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�� Initialize environment


For every replication P� �� � p � n	 setup all objects in "O and "D by sam�

pling from their respective distributions using the random seed produced by

the replicator�

�� For each route Rj�

WHILE � �not success� or �not failure� �

Obtain current state Q�t�

FOR each object Wi in W

Simulate Wi to take action Ai

Update state qi�t� to qi�t���

by �� detailed simulation of Ai

or

�� sampling distribution

Update world state Q�t���

t � t � �

Simulation strategy is usually a mix of time slicing and event scheduling� Time

slicing is used to routinely check each object for its responses to any change in the

world state� Event scheduling is needed to allow objects to schedule any delayed

response or action that is to occur in some future time which may not necessarily

coincide with a particular time slice� Simulate until the termination criteria such as

goal success or failure is met� The necessary output data of the simulation is now

sent to the Evaluator block�

����� Experimental Design block 
 Executive

In Simulation� experimental design is a method of choosing which con�gurations

�parameter values	 to simulate so that the desired information can be acquired with

the least amount of simulating ����� In experimental design terminology� the input

parameters and structural assumptions composing a model are called factors and the
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output performance measures are called responses� The number of runs depends on

three factors
 the total number of factors� the number of factor levels and the number

of replications �repeats	� One way to reduce these numbers is by using heuristics�

Drawing nomographs of all of the three factors to determine the dominant elements

and to evaluate design tradeo�s is another method ����� Fractional factorial design

is also applicable ���� ���� The variables are screened� based only on a fractional

number of runs of the total combinations� for their e�ect on the response variable�

An issue exists� however� whether we can use them e�ectively inside the planner as

part of the system since these methods are mainly designed to be used by humans�

For domains where the response variable is continuous� response surface methods

can be used� Chapter � illustrates such an example� However� for route planning

problems that involves some type of discontinuous surface where factors such as

alternative routes and alternative strategies exist� the standard simulation methods

can not be applied�

In general� the total number of computer runs� S� required for a replicated� sym�

metrical experiment ���� is

S  p�q�	�q�	 � � � �qk	 ����	

where

p  number of replications

qi  number of levels of ith factor� i  �� �� � � � � k

k  number of factors in the experiment�

For a typical route traversal simulation we can express the computational com�

plexity of a single run for route Rj� in the worst case� as follows �given that we are

using time slicing	�
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��Rj	  O

�
�Numso ! L	�

distRj

#dist

�
����	

where

distRj
 is the total length of route Rj

#dist  is the size of time slice #t � Speed�t	

Numso  is the number of stationary objects previously calculated

L  is the total number of moving objects in the simulation�

Thus� the total time complexity of the experimental part of the SBP algorithm

will be� in the worst case�

O

�
� NX
j��

S � ��Rj	

�
A � ���	

In summary� we can save time in two ways
 one by reducing S or by reducing

��Rj	 while still obtaining meaningful results� We �rst present various heuristics in

reducing S


� Reducing the number of factors


For our problem domain� routes� behaviors and the planner�s speed are some

candidate factors� By setting any one of these factors to be a constant� we are

e�ectively reducing the number of factors� Because� setting a factor to be a

constant implies that qi  ��

� Reducing the levels of ith factor


Reducing the number of levels of the ith factor fromA toB reduces S by a factor

of A�B� For instance� using some heuristics� we can prune away unpromising

routes before they are simulated and thus resulting in the reduction of the

number of levels of the route factor�
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� Reducing the number of replications


The number of replications depends on many factors� Most of all� it depends on

the type of output analysis method used �i�e� what is the analysis criteria for

obtaining the correct selection of the best alternative$	� Some di�erent output

analysis methods we have employed are discussed in section ������ Another way

to reduce the number of replications is heuristic sampling or controlled sampling

of the uncertainties� This way� we can converge on the answer faster than

sampling purely by random� The number of replications will partly depend

on the randomness of the data� The wider the range of varied answers� the

lower the con�dence level will be and therefore� will need additional number

of replications� Although in some cases where the input variables create an

unstable environment� the additional number of replications will not make much

di�erence in reducing the interval width� In e�ect� the number of uncertain

objects in an alternative greatly a�ects the number of replications needed to

reach an acceptable level of accuracy�

Next� we discuss some ways to reduce ��Rj	� the total simulation time spent

during the evaluation process� In time critical situations� the quality of the desired

information may be sacri�ced to meet a given time constraint�

� Increasing the size of the time slice #t �assuming the simulation is based on

time slicing	� Speed up will result at the expense of accuracy since the longer

the time slice� the faster the simulation will be�

� Reducing number of stationary �Numso	 to be simulated for route Rj� Although

the actual number of objects involved in the planning problem can not be

controlled� we attempt to reduce this set to a minimal size while still obtaining

meaningful data� Acquiring this minimum set of objects to be simulated can

be done using the following structures
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Dynamic PlanSim Window is a rectangular area that includes all stationary

objects that may be a�ected by or e�ect the moving object� Every moving

object has a Dynamic Plansim Window and for every moving object Dl� we

will denote its Dynamic PlanSim window as DWl� It is expected that area

covered by DWl will change over time� Stated more formally� let Dl�x� y� t	

denote the fact that Dl�s location is x�y at time t� Let MaxDRange be the

maximum detection range �or range of interaction	 of all stationary and moving

objects� Then the DWl is de�ned by the rectangular area whose left top point

is �x � MaxDRange � �� y ! MaxDRange ! �	 and right bottom point is

�x !MaxDRange ! �� y �MaxDRange � �	� Figure ��� shows an example

window with four radar sites R�� R�� R� and R� Then� DWl will contain

R�� R� and R� but not R since the center location of R is not inside the

window� As shown� DWl can include stationary objects such as R� which will

not actually be a�ected by Dl since it is out of R��s range� This occurs when the

distance between Dl and the center of a stationary object O is greater than the
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radius of O� By checking the distance between Dl and all stationary objects� we

can build a more accurate set of DWl� However� this should only be done if the

number of stationary objects are very large and the e�ciency gained exceeds

the overhead of performing this additional test�

Static PlanSimWindow is a rectangular area that remains unchanged through�

out one simulation run� If the planning problem does not involve alternative

routes� then the static plansim window will remain unchanged for all repli�

cations since it will essentially include all the objects of the environment� If

alternate routes are involved� we create a window for each route Rj which

we will denote as SPWRj
� SPWRj

includes the route and all stationary ob�

jects that may a�ect the planner object� Let route Rj consist of m points

�xk� yk	� � � k � m and line segments which connect them� We then compute

the window using the following procedure�

�� Compute MinX  minfxjxk� � � k � mg and MaxX  maxfxjxk� � �

k � mg� Compute MinY and MaxY in the same way� Now the bounding

box of route Rj can be de�ned by these points where the left top corner

is �MinX� MaxY	 and the right bottom corner is �MaxX� MinY	�

�� Extend the boundaries of this box by enlarging it by MaxDRange cal�

culated above� Thus� the Static PlanSim Window�s left top corner now

becomes �MinX�MaxDRange�MaxY !MaxDRange	 and right bottom

becomes �MaxX !MaxDRange�MinY �MaxDRange	�

�� Create the set SPWRj
for each route Rj by �nding all stationary objects

who belong inside this box� Figure ��� shows a typical Static PlanSim

Window�
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Figure ���� Static PlanSim Window for Path i

SD�l�t� is the set of stationary objects such that for a single simulation run�

SD�l�t� 	 fO 
 "Og and is within the PlanSim window of a moving object Dl at

time t� The degree that the performance improves by updating the PlanSim

Window and the set SDl for every �t will vary depending on the total number

of stationary objects�

� Number of moving objects that need to be simulated is the entire set D whose

size is L�

� If there is no previous simulation history to base it on� we must obtain the

total number of stationary objects from the Static PlanSim Window for Rj as

described in section ������ If some simulation history is available� then we can

calculate the total number of stationary objects to be


Numso  
L�
l��

TT�
t��

SD�l�t� ����	
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where t denotes the simulation time and � denotes the begin time and TT

denotes the end time of the simulation�

� Although it is not explicitly shown in ���� the level of detail of the simulation

object models considerably a�ects the overall simulation time� Simulation of

objects at the lowest level of detail will obviously require the most amount of

time� We can save time by using aggregated or abstract models where possible�

For example� for the combat simulation of two air planes� we can either simulate

them at the lowest level of detail such as simulating each event of gun �re�

missile �re and so on or we can simulate the combat result by simply sampling

from a distribution� This probability distribution can be constructed based on

expert knowledge or can be uniform �random	 if no such knowledge is available�

The distance of the route �distRj
	 is something that the planner cannot control

or reduce� However� by distinguishing routes based on their distance� we can build

experimental strategies based on this information� Depending on the particular prob�

lem domain� the e�ect of the route distance on the simulation time varies �e�g� the

relation may not be strictly linear as shown in �gure ��	� Thus� the Executive must

make a decision as to where the time must be saved� either in S or ��j	s� depending

on which is dominant�

We now present an approach which can produce simulation results within a given

time constraint� The approach is best explained in two phases� In the �rst phase�

we perform a set of n replications� It is hard to tell what is a good value for n but

�� is a commonly used number in simulation ����� While the n replications are being

performed� the CPU times of each replication for each route Rj are recorded
��

�An issue exists whether CPU time is a good measure since it can vary depending on the load
of the computer or the network�
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Figure ��� Plot of average cpu time vs route length

In the second phase� we make a decision as to which output analysis approach

�strategy of performing replications and choosing the appropriate stopping condi�

tions	 to use based on the expected simulation time and the current remaining time�

Before we go on to describe the algorithm� we de�ne some variables


� mCPU�j	 � denotes the mean CPU time over n replications for route Rj� Instead

of the mean� other measures such as maximum CPU time of Rj can be used if

you wish to take a conservative approach� We can also gather some sample data

and draw a relation between the route length and the mean cpu time needed to

simulate the route� Figure �� displays such a graph which was obtained from

the simulation trials in chapter �� Here� we observe that the mean cpu time

grows more slowly than the route length� Note that this graph only represents

one application domain and is likely to be di�erent based on factors such as the

domain� the type of models and the number of objects�

� T � is the given time constraint�

� Time Left � is the remaining time to perform the simulations�
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� Time Used � is the time used in the �rst phase�

� Tot Needed Time � refers to the total simulation time �real time	 necessary in

order to produce results under the �Selecting best of k systems� �SelectBestk	

algorithm�

� Time Needed Per Rep � is the time needed to perform one round of replication

of all the alternatives�

� Min RN � is the minimum number of replications among all alternative� as

calculated by the How Many More�	 function�

� How Many More�j	 � using the SelectBestk algorithm� the exact number of

replications necessary to reach a decision �select the best alternative among k

alternatives	 for alternative j is returned�

The basic idea of the algorithm is to perform the needed number of replications for

each route as determined by the How Many More�	 function given that the remaining

time is su�cient for the completion of this method� If the Time Left is not su�cient�

then we perform as many replications as possible given the time allowed� As the

replications are performed iteratively� we also try to eliminate any alternatives that

appear to be signi�cantly worse than other alternatives� With the latter approach�

the idea is to incrementally converge on the answer while trying to meet the time

constraints�

Tot�Needed�Time � 	

Time�Needed�Per�Rep � 	

Time�Left � T 
 Time�Used

Min�RN � RN����

Num�Routes � N�

FOR each Route j �� �� j �� N�

RN�j� � How�many�more�j�
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Time�Needed�j� � RN�j�  mCPU�j�

Tot�Needed�Time � Tot�Needed�Time � Time�Needed�j�

Time�Needed�Per�Rep � Time�Needed�Per�Rep � mCPU�j�

IF � RN�j� � Min�RN �

Min�RN � RN�j�

IF � Tot�Needed�Time � T �

WHILE � Time�Needed�Per�Rep � Time�Left �

FOR � Remaining Alternatives �

Perform replication

Decrement Time�Left

Eliminate any significantly worse alternatives

Update the Remaining Alternatives set

Update Time�Needed�Per�Rep

with the new set of remaining alternatives

ELSE

SelectBestk��

The general method of SelectBestk is explained in more detail in the next section�

����� Output Analysis blocks 
 Replicator� Evaluator� Analyzer

Obtaining the right types of statistical analyses is just as important as performing

the right types of simulation runs� With simulation� several di�erent interpretations

can be obtained from the same output data� This is the main concern of output

analysis and is a distinct feature resulting from using simulation� Di�erent analysis

methods apply depending on whether a simulation is terminating or steady state�

Because plans have a de�nite start and an end time� ours are terminating simulations�

Suppose we are simulating k alternatives or systems� We describe in the following

our current strategy for obtaining the appropriate outputs and their analyses�

Replicator

Replication provides the easiest form of output analysis� Because our domain

is stochastic� we must perform n runs �replications	 for each alternative i� each jth
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replication generating a sample value for an output variable Xij� Di�erent random

number streams are to be used for each run so that the results are independent across

runs� For a su�ciently large n� due to the central limit theorem ����� the random

variable A will be approximately normally distributed� This assumption allows the

use of con�dence intervals which is later calculated in the Evaluator block�

Another issue is using common random numbers �CRN	 to provide a controlled

environment for comparison among alternatives� This is to eliminate any �environ�

mental di�erences� that can exist between di�erent simulations� CRN is a standard

variance reduction technique in simulation and we use it here across di�erent alter�

native route plans within the same replication so that we may converge on the �nal

answer faster�

The Replicator block controls the replication environment by controlling the ran�

dom number streams for each replication� Depending on how the Trial block proceeds

with the simulation� the designer may choose to vary the random number streams

either in between each execution of the Trial block or within a single execution of the

Trial block� In the air force route planning system in chapter �� for example� a single

execution �or replication	 of the Trial block consists of simulating all alternatives

using a common random number seed� The next time the Trial block is invoked� the

Replicator will provide a di�erent random number seed so that a di�erent environ�

ment will be created in the next replication�

Evaluator

In its simplest form� the Evaluator serves as the accumulator of any relevant

simulation data that is produced from the Trial Block� If the objective function

within the Trial block produces a set of scores for each alternative� a straightforward

way is to total the scores produced from the replications for each alternatives� Other

relevant data such as elapsed CPU time for simulation of each alternative may also
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be accumulated so that the Executive block may later analyze and predict future

time usage�

Analyzer

Based on statistical criteria �e�g� highest mean� smallest variance� etc�	� we can

consider several alternate plans and choose the �best� plan for execution� Criteria

other than statistical in nature can also be imposed� that are based on heuristics or

expert knowledge�

This block is primarily responsible for analyzing data that was accumulated in

the Evaluator� Di�erent analysis methods may be used here based on the user�s re�

quirements� The mean� the standard deviation� the variance and con�dence intervals

are some measures that we can acquire� For most of our applications� the mean of the

replication results serve as the basic �data� point in our response surface or graph�

representing the goodness of a plan� Variance can be a measure of predictability or

stability when the variance is small� Con�dence intervals are useful because given a

sample output distribution and a con�dence level x� it gives you the interval in which

you can say with x % con�dence that the real mean lies within the interval�

Again� let Xij be the random variable from the jth replication of the ith system

or alternative� Then let

X i�n	  

Pn
j��Xij

n
����	

be the sample mean which is an unbiased estimator of �i �i�e� �  E�X i�n	�	� Also�

let the sample variance be

S�
i �n	  

Pn
j���Xj �X�n	��

n� �
����	

�

Then� borrowing heavily from Law and Kelton ����� we calculate for any n � ��

������ �	 percent con�dence interval by
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X�n	� tn��������

s
S��n	

n
����	

where tn�������� is the upper �� ��� critical point for the t distribution with n� �

degrees of freedom� These points are given by a students t distribution table which

can be found in ����� The quantity that is added and subtracted from X�n	 in

equation ��� is called the half�length of the con�dence interval� It is a measure of how

precise we know �� As shown in equation ���� the half�length is usually decreased by

a factor of approximately � when the sample size n is increased to n�

Using the con�dence�interval approach� there are mainly two ways to compare

among k systems or alternatives that are discussed in the literature ����� We discuss

the two methods here and later compare their di�erences in terms its e�ciency and

accuracy through a sample implementation in chapter �� Since we are trying to

select the best out of k alternatives� we must detect and quantify any signi�cant

pairwise di�erences in their means� First� let �i  E�Xij	� An approach is to

form con�dence intervals for the di�erence �i� � �i�� for all i� and i� between �

and k� with i� � i�� Since there will be k�k � �	�� individual intervals� each must

be made at level � � ���k�k � �	��� in order to have a con�dence level of at least

� � � for all the intervals together� This is because of Bonferroni inequality which

implies that if we want to make c number of con�dence�interval statements� then each

separate interval should be made at level ����c� so that the overall con�dence level

associated with all intervals� covering their targets will be at least � � �� Thus� in

the �rst �iterative� approach� we iteratively continue the set of n replications while

throwing away alternatives that are signi�cantly di�erent� and also worse than all

other alternatives� This approach� although quite accurate in terms of the results� can

�two means are considered signi�cantly di�erent if the con�dence interval for their di�erence
does not �or misses� contain zero
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include unnecessary number of replications due to the fact that a constant number

of replications is performed uniformly across the current set of alternatives�

The second approach� which we call the �non�iterative� approach �also called the

�Selecting the Best of k Systems� approach	 selects one of the k systems as being the

best one while controlling the probability that the selected system really is the best

one ����� Let �il be the lth smallest of the �i�s� such that �i� � �i� � � � � � �ik � The

goal is to select a system with the largest �in our case	 expected response �score	� �ik �

Let CS denote the event of Correct Selection� The inherent randomness of the Xijs

makes it hard to say that we are absolutely certain of our CS� Thus� we prespecify a

probability P � of CS such that P �CS	 � P � provided that �ik � �ik�� � d�� where

the minimal CS probability P � 	 ��k and the �indi�erence� amount d� 	 � are both

speci�ed by the user� If �ik and �ik�� are very close together� we might not care if we

erroneously choose system k � � and thus avoiding a large number of replications to

resolve this unimportant di�erence� The procedure stated below has the nice property

that� with probability at least P �� the expected response of the selected system will

be no smaller than �k � d��

The statistical procedure for this approach� involves two�stage sampling from each

of the k systems� In the �rst�stage sampling� we make n� � � replications of each

of the k systems and acquire the �rst�stage means and variances using the standard

method� For i  �� �� ���� k� let the mean for system i be &X
���
i �n�	 and the variance for

system i� S�
i �n�	� Then we compute the total sample size Ni needed for system i as

Ni  max

�
n� ! ��

�
h��S

�
i �n�	

�d�	�

	

����	

where h� �which depends on k� P �� and n�	 is a constant that is obtained from a

table� The table in ���� provides values of h� for P
�  ���� and ���� for n�  ��
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and �� Next� we make Ni � n� more replications of each system i and obtain the

second�stage sample means as

&X
���
i �Ni � n�	  

PNi
j�n�	�Xij

Ni � n�
�����	

�

Since each system i may involve di�erent number of replications� we must weigh

the means from each stage accordingly� We de�ne the weights for the �rst stage

Wi�  
n�
Ni

�
�� !

vuut�� Ni

n�

�
��

�Ni � n�	�d�	�

h��S
�
i �n�	

�� �����	

and for the second stage Wi�  � � Wi�� for i  �� �� ���� k� Finally� we obtain the

weighted sample means

"Xi�Ni	  Wi�
&X
���
i �n�	 !Wi�

&X
���
i �Ni � n�	 �����	

and select the system with the largest "Xi�Ni	�

��� Rule�based Systems and SBP

As part of our e�ort to answer the question why SBP�Simulation�based Planning	

is a worthwhile method for route planning� we compare and contrast our method

with rule�based systems� Rule�based systems have been used in several planning sys�

tems ���� ���� However� when there are large degrees of uncertainty and also in�nitely

many variations of the inputs� thus requiring the system to consider in�nite number

of situations� rule�based systems seem to be inadequate� We claim that simulation

can help in producing better solutions in such environments and in particular for the

route planning domain� There are several advantages and disadvantages of rule�based

systems� Our intent is to compare and contrast with SBP to �nd out how the SBP
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methodology can be used to support conventional AI methods such as a rule�based

systems�

� Coverage of domain


According to Gonzalez and Dankel ���� rule�based systems may not be appro�

priate for certain domains� �domains that contain so many variations of the

inputs where a system needs to consider and represent nearly in�nite number

of situations�� Covering such domains would require tens of thousands of rules

to be developed� veri�ed and maintained� �Developing such a knowledge base

would be an extremely di�cult process� even while ignoring the problems of

its veri�cation and maintenance� ���� The air tra�c control domain� an exam�

ple domain suggested by Gonzalez and Dankel ���� contains potentially in�nite

number of situations given the potential number of air planes� their locations�

types and speeds etc� Thus� to reason about all possible situations� you need

�in the worst case	 as many or more rules to represent all possible outcomes

of plan executions� Using SBP� you model and execute individual objects� us�

ing whatever modeling paradigm that is suitable� in response to every possible

situation and gather the e�ects of execution as the outcome� This is the �rst

advantage of SBP as discussed in section ���� We demonstrate this feature by

the following example�

EXAMPLE�

This example is from the domain of military mission planning for Air Force

mission� Let us assume that the planning system is given a set of alternative

routes and the planner�s role is to evaluate and suggest the best route� Let

us assume that a route goes through a radar site� In the following� we denote

the enemy force as the �red force� and the friendly force as the �blue force�� In

general� this is bad because it gives the red force a chance to send a red aircraft
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after the blue aircraft that is �ying on the route� This can be expressed as a

rule somewhat similar to the following


IF route crosses a radar coverage area

THEN hit probability is significant

However� there may be several exceptions to this rule� If� for instance� no red

aircrafts are in the vicinity� or if red aircraft�s current location and its max speed

is such that it cannot catch up to the blue aircraft or if all the red aircrafts on

the ground base are inoperable then hit probability is likely to be not high�

To handle this� additional rules or conditions are needed


IF route crosses a radar coverage area AND

�no red planes within x miles OR

red plane�s max speed is too slow OR

its location is too far away OR

no more operable planes on the ground�

THEN hit probability is NOT HIGH

With simulation� all of the above comes as a result of executing each models

individually and seeing the output results of the simulations�

� For example� the radar site model will have a logic model where if a red

is detected then it noti�es any red planes that are reachable�

� If there were any red aircrafts that were able to receive the order to inter�

cept the blue aircraft� then it will use its own internal behavioral'physical

model to pursue the blue aircraft�
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� Conditions such as the red�s max speed being slower than blue and not

being able to catch up will show up as a result of the simulation�

� If either all contacted red planes are inoperable or if no red planes exist�

by individual planes not being able to respond and therefore resulting in

no counter action by the red force� the resulting simulation will show a

positive result�

Thus� in SBP� we do not have to explicitly reason or state what the consequences

will be for each particular situation and action combination� However� this can

come at the expense of modeling the knowledge at a lower level of granularity

and perhaps requiring extensive time in computing the results�

The majority of the gain is in the Planner Object �Blue plane	� SBP relieves

the burden of having to reason about individual consequences beforehand by

allowing the consequence to be observed via simulation� Often times� the prob�

lem with building an expert planning system for a complex domain like the

military mission planning is building the expert knowledge�base itself� With

SBP� the expert knowledge and their qualitative model can be obtained for one

object at a time which can make the process easier�

Other non central object models are expected to have equally complex knowl�

edge as a rule�base as far as the behavioral aspect of the model goes� However�

again� with an addition of a physical model which may include equations for

motion� fuel consumption and etc�� along with the ability to sample appropriate

probability distributions for uncertainty� SBP can reason about plans at a level

that is much closer to the execution level� which is one of the main advantages

of using simulation to evaluate plans� SBP can also represent abstract behavior

and logic by incorporating traditional AI symbolic models at a higher level�
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Consequently� if �	 the problem domain does not involve any kind of uncer�

tainty� or �	 the required answer is only at an abstract level� and �	 there is no

complex interactions among objects� then a higher level reasoner like rule�based

system alone will be su�cient�

� Planning for hypothetical situations

Most knowledge�based systems represent associational knowledge� Such knowl�

edge is a set of IF THEN rules that is based on an expert�s heuristic ability or

knowledge that was acquired mostly through observations� The expert may not

understand the exact internal process but has the ability to associate the correct

input'output pair for most� if not all� situations� As pointed out by Gonzalez

and Dankel ���� this type of shallow knowledge is inadequate for solving new and

previously unexperienced situations� If the expert had the theoretical �deep	

knowledge� he would be able to solve the problem using this knowledge� Then�

what do most shallow human experts do in such cases$ They often perform

what is called �trial and error�� By subjecting the real process to a series of trial

and error tests� they �nd a certain input combination that produces the desired

output� Much like what we do when we try to �nd a route through a maze�

we try di�erent alternative routes until we �nd one that succeeds� Because

the maze is so complex� we do not attempt to think in one step what the best

route is� This is very much similar to SBP in that SBP makes simulation trials

and records the errors until the best one is found� There is a pitfall here in

that the experiment may not be valid if the model does not correctly represent

the actual process� And this is an issue that must be addressed in the future�

But given that it does� SBP tries di�erent input combinations �sequences of ac�

tions	 to see what kind of outputs are produced� In addition� SBP captures the

uncertainties in the environment �whether it is due to incomplete information
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or instability	 through well established simulation methods such as probability

sampling and replication�

Because of simulations� ability to experiment hypothetical situation�a direct

result of ��� SBP is still able to plan routes for hypothetical situations which the

expert has never experienced� Much like how we simulate di�erent hypothesis

or experimental systems to �nd out their properties� we can simulate using

each objects model to study the results of a plan execution in hypothetical

situations� For example� SBP is an ideal candidate if one wants to plan for an

aircraft whose weapon system has just been developed �and therefore no expert

has any experience with this system or its e�ects	 and only a simulation model

exists� Other possible examples are when either the terrain or the weather is

in a state in which the SME has never experienced� as was the case in Desert

Storm�

� Naturalness of knowledge representation

Naturalness is one of the strong points of rule�based systems� Rules are a

natural way for humans to express their knowledge� Based on a given situation�

experts tell us what to do through rules� SBP does lack this type of naturalness�

the naturalness of being able to express everything in words and logic� However�

what may be unnatural to one person may be natural to another once a person

becomes well accustomed to certain modeling types� We believe that by using

multimodeling a user can choose whatever model type he �nds most natural

and easy to use which may not necessarily be in symbols or in logic�

Rule�based approaches lack the ability to modify're�ne'adapt its knowledge to

speci�c situations� SBP on the other hand lacks �smartness� or �heuristical knowl�

edge� or �symbolic reasoning� capability� One may view SBP as a brute�force





method� in that a naive SBP system will simulate all possible combinations of sit�

uations on a particular route in order to evaluate it� Thus� it may waste e�ort in

simulating useless plans� But with the help of appropriate heuristics that will prune

out combinations that are unlikely or going to do poorly� and using various exper�

imental design methods� we can make SBP smart enough to be practical in real

environments�



CHAPTER �
A MULTIMODEL DESIGN FOR DECISION MAKING

��� A Truck Depot Example

The Truck Depot problem was originally taken from ����� Since the problem con�

tains both non�intelligent objects �e�g� basin� trucks� valves	 and intelligent objects

�e�g� robots or people	 in equal emphasis� the problem inspired us to �nd a solution

to optimization by combining the two �elds of simulation �simulating non�intelligent

objects	 and AI �simulating intelligent objects	 under a unifying modeling paradigm�

Unlike the mission planning domain which appears in following chapters� this prob�

lem lies on the reactive spectrum of planning� belonging in the realm of intelligent

control or decision making�

Figure ��� shows the aerial view of the truck depot� which represents the concept

model of system� The depot contains one basin with two input pipes P� and P��

carrying two di�erent chemicals and one output pipe P�� Each pipe has a valve �V��

V� and V�	 which controls the �ow� Each valve has a servo motor attached enabling

the human operator to remotely close or open the valves� Empty tanker trucks arrive

at the depot and wait until they can move under pipe P� to be �lled with the mixture

from the basin� When each truck leaves the basin� its cargo is tested� If the truck

has been �lled with an acceptable mixture� it leaves the system� otherwise it dumps

the cargo and returns to be re�lled� All mixture which over�ows from the basin or

the truck is treated as waste� In our version of the problem� the capacity of each

tanker truck is constant� The truck depot�s class model is shown in �gure ��� and its

instance model is shown in �gure ����

�
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Figure ���� Concept model of truck depot �Aerial view	
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The intelligent objects control the non�intelligent objects in the instance model� In

our case� the human operator makes decisions and controls the valves in the depot�

while achieving the goal of maximizing the pro�t of the depot by maximizing the

number of trucks �lled while minimizing the cost� The depot is charged for the total

amount of chemicals that �ow through the input pipes during the period in which it

is open� The trucks are independent objects which arrive according to an exponential

distribution over the period of time when the depot is open�

We also have the notion of time to consider in our simulation� The start of

simulation time corresponds to an opening time of the depot and the end of simulation

time corresponds to the closing time in the real world� Figure �� shows the control

system of our simulation�

Let us examine the basin and the e�ect of the valves in more detail� Consider

the basin containing a mixture �as illustrated in Figure ���	� The two input pipes

P�� P� carry two di�erent chemicals� Pipe P� �lls each tanker truck with a mixture

of the two chemicals� Each pipe has a valve �V�� V� and V�	 which controls the

chemical �ow� Each valve has a servo motor attached that is controlled remotely and
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simultaneously by the intelligent object� The intelligent object controls each of the

valves by opening or closing them�

The primary goal of the intelligent object is to �ll the tanker trucks with an

acceptable mixture while minimizing the system cost� If we further extend this

problem to a real world situation� we can consider that the owner of the depot is

paid for each truck properly �lled and is charged for the total volume of chemical

that �ows through P� and P�� Thus� the owner�s goal is to use the least amount of

chemicals while �lling as many trucks as possible� All mixture which over�ows from

the basin or the truck is treated as waste� Also� any remaining mixture in the basin

after some deadline �e�g� end of the day	 will also be waste� And �nally� when a

truck contains an unacceptable mixture� the contents are dumped and re�lled later�

The mixture is not acceptable �or bad	 when the proportions are o� by more than

��% from the correct ratio� It is considered acceptable �or good	 otherwise�

��� Intelligent Objects

Because the arrival of the trucks is dynamic and there is no determined number

of trucks a priori� no type of o(ine planning is possible� As illustrated in �gure ����

we have adopted Brook�s subsumption architecture ��� to integrate the di�erent level

modules� Our hierarchical approach is di�erent from a conventional hierarchical

planner in the sense that each of the levels have access to input and output� Since it

is possible to have con�icting output commands� we need some type of coordination

or mediation ���� among them� Adopting the subsumption architecture�s method of

mediation� the outputs are suppressed by a higher level when the higher level makes

an overriding decision� In the original version of the subsumption architecture� a time

period is speci�ed� during which the output will be suppressed� However� because

our simulation is discrete� we will allow the output to be suppressed by a higher level

for one time step until the next event arrives and causes another output�
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The multimodel planner has multiple levels that are divided based on how critical

the reaction of each level is to the overall success of the planner� The levels also

re�ect the reactivity of the control in that the lowest level module is the most reactive

module whereas the highest level is the least reactive� In general� however� this may

not always be the case� The least reactive module may contain the most critical level

of control in the system� The following hypothetical example illustrates a typical

case where the more reactive modules are also more critical to the overall success�

For example� when they plan deliberatively to decide where to turn while driving or

controlling the car at the same time� If the car reaches a red light before the turn� it

is more critical that the driver react and stop at the red light than worry about the

turn�

����� Exception Control

The Exception Control module exists at the lowest level in the hierarchy� which

is the most reactive and the most critical� In our problem� there are two critical

situations� First� over�ow either from the basin or the truck must be avoided since

spilled mixture can never be recovered� Second� unless it is close to the end of
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simulation time� the planner should avoid having an empty basin since no truck can

be �lled� The Exception Control takes the state of the basin as input� which is

the volume of the mixture in the basin� Bvol and the volume of the mixture in the

truck� Tvol� With Bvol� fuzzy logic ��� � is used to infer whether the basin is in

an OVERFLOW or EMPTY state� With Tvol� fuzzy logic is used to decide if the

truck is in an OVERFLOW state� Only when these conditions arise� does Exception

Control react and sends an output command �CLOSE or OPEN valve Vn	� NO�

CHANGE �which corresponds to a null signal� is sent otherwise� The fuzzy input

and output sets for OVERFLOW CONTROL of the basin are illustrated graphically

in �gures ��� and ����

At this level� the output fuzzy set is identical for both valves V� and V�� Because

when an over�ow �or empty	 occurs or is about to occur� both of the valves need to

be closed �or opened	 at the same time� To control the over�ow of the truck� the

volume of the mixture in the truck is monitored and inferred by fuzzy logic to be
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either in the state NOT FULL or FULL� The output set for valve V� is similar to the

one for valves V� and V�� Fuzzy logic seems well suited since we are not concerned

precisely when these events occur� but rather the appropriate time to start monitoring

and controlling to prevent over�ow� The fuzzy logic model best mimics the actual

performance of the human operator at this level�

����� Mixture Control

The Mixture Control module is responsible for maintaining the correct ratio of

the two chemicals in the basin� Initially� the planner is given a ratio R which is to

be maintained throughout the simulation� The mixture is considered acceptable and

to be of the correct ratio if the actual ratio r falls between the range R � �% and

R ! �%� The type of model used for Mixture Control is a �nite state automaton as

shown in �gure ���� In the �gure� the current state of the valves is represented by the

tuple �V�� V�	 where Vn can be one of the following Open� Closed� Opening� Closing�

Depending on the current state� the next state is reached by choosing the appropriate
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transition� If the next state reached is a transition state �state that contains one or

more valve settings ending with ing	� an output command is sent that will actually

create the event to change the physical state of the valves� For example� at time

t� the current state is �Open�Open	� Then at time t ! � �i�e� the next even time	�

the input is �r� �� �	� If r � R� the Mixture Control module will switch the current

state to �Open�Closing	� The current state of the FSA will stay at this state until

the input is �r� �� �	� There is an implicit self loop �which is omitted in the �gure	

that transitions to itself when the input is anything other than �r� �� �	� When the

input becomes �r� �� �	 at some time t! n� where n is the time delay for the valve to

be totally closed� the current state switchs to �Open� Closed	� The input �r� �� �	 is

a con�rmation from the basin model that the commands were properly carried out

and that valve V� has successfully closed�

Once the ratio of the mixture becomes acceptable and close to its goal ratio R�

Mixture Control will send commands to close all the valves to maintain the steady

state� However� the output command may be suppressed by the higher level� therefore

never reaching the basin model� This may also be the case for the Exception Control

module� When sending the output command� the Mixture Control module should also

consider the output coming in from the Exception Control module� If the Mixture

Control module decides that its output is more critical� it will suppress the lower

level output and replace the command with its own� For more detailed explanation

of the suppressor function� refer to ����

����� Optimal Height Control

Finally� the Optimal Height Control module controls the height to maximize the

pro�t� Because this module is less reactive and involves more symbolic knowledge

and reasoning �heuristics	 than the other lower level modules� rule�based reasoning

is best suited for the task� The notion of optimal height is time dependent� Since
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the simulation has a start and an end time� the intelligent object can have di�erent

strategies for maintaining the height at di�erent times� Another consideration that

the Optimal Height Control module takes into account is the speed of chemical �ow�

The �ow rate of valve V� depends on the height of the mixture in the basin� Since

our Optimal Height Control module uses heuristics� optimality is not guaranteed�

Included in this module� is the Evaluator which evaluates the overall pro�t of the

system� during and after the end of simulation� The pro�t is �amount of reward per

unit of volume	��total volume of good trucks	 � �amount of money charged per unit

of volume	 � �total volume of input	� This function is included as part of the Optimal

Height Control module� The formula used is Profit  N�Vgt	 � C�Vi	 where N is

the amount of reward per unit of volume and C is the amount of money charged per

unit of volume� Vgt represents the total volume of good trucks and Vi represents the

total volume of input�

��� Non�Intelligent Objects

����� Model Design

Modeling the basin poses several challenges� The model state includes continuous

and discrete variables� constraints� and functional relationships�

The volume of the mixture in the basin changes continuously throughout the

simulation� The input signals that control the three valves give continuous outputs�

but they change at discrete times� The tanker trucks move through the system as

discrete objects and are constrained when waiting to be �lled because
 the signal for

valve V� must open the valve� the basin must have enough mixture to �ll a truck�

and the �lling area must be empty�

We chose a Petri net to model the top level� see �gure ����� The inputs to the

model are tanker truck arrivals and control signals for opening and closing each of the

valves� The output from the model includes statistics showing the number of trucks
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that were �lled properly� and the volume of each chemical that was poured into the

basin during the simulation�

The Truck Queue transition is re�ned by an S'S'� queuing model� It was chosen

to model the tanker trucks waiting to be �lled� The queue is used to maintain the

trucks arrival order�

The transition Fill Basin is re�ned by a block model� see �gure ����� The control

signals are passed to the re�ning models Valve � and Valve � respectively� Each

re�ning model returns a value representing the control to be applied� The function

block� Mixture Volume in Basin takes the control input and returns a value that

states how many tanker truck loads the basin currently holds�

Fill Truck is also re�ned by a block model �similar to �gure ����	 that shows

the relationship between valve V� and the Mixture Volume in Truck function block�

Valve V� takes as input the control signals� OPEN V� and CLOSE V�� then returns

the amount of control to be applied due to the current state of valve V�� The function
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block Fill Truck takes the control value as input and returns a value when the truck

has been �lled�

Each of the function blocks are re�ned by a �nite state automaton� There are

�ve FSAs� but the three FSAs that re�ne the valves are similar to the re�nement of

valve V��

The function block Valve V� is re�ned by the FSA shown in �gure ����� The input

for this FSA is the control signal for the valve V�� �V�  � or V�  �	� The FSA will

change state if an internal transition is detected� �
�  � or 
�  �	�
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The Fill Basin function is re�ned by the FSA displayed in �gure ����� The input

for this FSA is the amount of control that is being applied to the system by valves

V� and V�� The output is how many truck loads of mixture the basin contains�

The function block Mixture Volume in Truck is re�ned by an FSA with three

states� The input to this FSA is the amount of control applied by valve V�� the

system output is the state of the truck� whether the truck is FILLING� FULL or

OVERFLOWING�

The control equation )x  Ax!Bu is used to model the continuous state variables

in the system� Where x is the subsystem state� u is the control from the valves� and

B is the amount of control being applied�

����� Model Execution

A coordinator is used to create and execute the multimodel system� After each

level of the model is created� the levels are connected to their re�ning models� then

each level is initialized� Our initial conditions for the truck depot example are
 the

basin is empty� the valves are closed� and no trucks are waiting to be serviced� These

initial conditions can be changed� however� depending on the goal of the simulation�

The coordinator�s task during execution is to dequeue events from the FEL and direct

the event to the model speci�ed�



CHAPTER 
ADVERSARIAL ROUTE PLANNING

�� Mission Planning for Computer Generated Forces

For planners that work as part of the Computer Generated Force �CGF	 simu�

lation ��� using the Distributed Interactive Simulation Environments� uncertainties

of enemy�s actions have to be handled in real time since the Computer Generated

Forces have to �ght against the opposing force �which are normally human trainees	

in real time� As stated in chapter �� the CGF planning domain selected here is as�

sumed to have complete information of the environment including the enemy and the

terrain� The complexity of the problem lies in the uncertainty of enemy�s action and

varying properties of the terrain� The mission planner presented in this chapter is

an integral part of a larger project of the Institute for Simulation and Training �IST	

called �Intelligent Autonomous Behavior by Semi�Automated Forces in Distributed

Interactive Simulation� which was funded by the U�S� Army Simulation Training and

Instrumentation Command �STRICOM	� The goal of the planner is to automatically

derive plans for a CGF command entity node� at the company level initially� so that

the force will provide an Army trainee with an e�ective training experience� There�

fore� the planner represents a decision making algorithm at the level of a company

commander� Planning is only a small part of the overall project� which includes

e�cient line of site �LOS	 determination� terrain reasoning� intelligent target acqui�

sition and behavior representation for CGF entities� The planner takes orders from

the battalion level and translates these orders� with a tight coupling with the terrain

analyzer� into e�cient plans for the CGF platoon entities� In addition to planning

for its subordinate units� the planner must also be able to monitor the execution

��
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of the plan� react to unexpected situations and replan if necessary� We present a

Simulation�Based Planner that can meet such challenges�

�� Planner Architecture

Figure �� displays the architecture of our planner in relation to the IST CGF

Testbed ���� Each commander in the IST testbed is simulated by a Command

Entity �CE	� The Planner performs major functions of this entity� The planner has

two phases
 the Reactive phase and the Planning phase�where a phase is a group

of states that collectively display a behavior� Only one phase is active at any given

time and the starting phase is the Reactive Behavior� The decision as to which phase

becomes active is made by the current active phase based on the inputs� There is

no single �main� algorithm that controls the whole process� Thus� the decision is

made in a distributive manner� In particular� the decision to give up planning and

report to a higher level unit is made by the Planning Behavior� The inputs are either

OPORDs� or SITREPs� and depending on the type of SITREPs and OPORDs�

di�erent decisions will result� Each Planner in the CE is made up of the following

components�

���� World Database �DB	

The World Database contains information about the battle�eld� This is not a

complete spatial representation of the battle�eld �the Terrain Analyzer �TA	 has

this information	 but a simpli�ed database which mainly contains information that

is known to the CE �and not known to the TA	� Since the TA does not have any

information regarding the location of enemy or friendly units and does not keep track

of the locations� the planner needs to keep track of these locations and the status of

the units in the World Database� This database is created as soon as the CE starts to

�Operations Orders � refer to section 	�
 for more details�
�Situation Reports � refer to section 	�
 for more details�
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exist� Initially it contains its own location and will be updated with new information

as it becomes available to the CE via SITREPs or OPORDs�

The battle�eld is a spatial model� divided into rectangular regions represented as

the elements of a matrix� This is a very low resolution of the battle�eld because the

purpose of this matrix is mainly to speed up the look up time of unit locations and

other information by organizing the linked lists into regions� Each element of the

matrix is linked to a linked list that contains all the information the CE has about

that region� Each node will have more exact locations along with other available

information such as status of the unit�

���� Reactive Behavior

The Reactive Behavior module displays reactive behavior necessary for survival

when immediate action is required� This behavior may be di�erent for di�erent types

of entities� The module is initialized with a generic set of behaviors at the start and

may be modi�ed with any reactive behaviors provided by an OPORD�
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���� Planning Behavior

The Planning Behavior module has the ability to generate orders for its subordi�

nate entities from an OPORD given by a higher level entity� This module is made up

of the following smaller modules where the order in which they are presented actually

coincides with the algorithm steps of a typical planning process�

�� SITREP�OPORD Analyzer parses the SITREP'OPORD to update the

World DB�

� OPORD
 is further parsed to generate a list of task�s	 to be achieved�

The Situation Analyzer is called next with this list�

� SITREP
 is analyzed to decide if any immediate action is required� if

any replanning is required� or if any SITREP needs to be generated� The

Execution Monitor is called with the decision�

�� Situation Analyzer �SA� is a collection of rules that analyze the given situa�

tion using the World DB to generate the appropriate constraints for the ROUTE

or the DEF TACT POS call to the TA� The decision as to which of the two calls

to make �rst depends on problem size reduction� In other words� in a given situ�

ation� the call ROUTE may produce many routes whereas a DEF TACT POS

call may have produced few tactical positions� In such a case� we can �rst

make a DEF TACT POS call to acquire a set of tactical positions and then call

ROUTE with these tactical positions which will reduce the number of returned

routes due to the given constraints� Thus� the SA will perform some alternate

calls of ROUTE and DEF TACT POS to produce an appropriate number of

alternate routes� The COA Tree Generator is called with these alternate routes�
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�� Course of Action �COA� Tree Generator uses the set of alternate routes

produced by the SA to generate a COA Tree where the �st level contains alter�

native subunit combinations� and �nd level contains alternative route combi�

nations� The following levels can contain other alternatives such as varying the

role of platoons in di�erent formations� We can extend the tree as much as we

want with any other possible alternatives at each level� Also� if time permits�

we may want to add an adversary tree to the �nd level� This adversary tree

can represent possible reaction behaviors by the enemy given the current set of

action by the friendly unit� Also note that some alternatives may be omitted

at this stage and later generated during the Simulation'Evaluation step�

Once such a tree is generated� the tree is pruned using various methods and

rules before it is passed onto the COA Simulator� Many alternatives can be

pruned away by using a military expert knowledge system� However� we must

not prune away too much since many alternatives should be left to be explored

via simulation� The purpose of using simulation may be lost if the choices have

been made already� Next� the COA Tree Simulator is called with the COA

Tree�

� The COA Tree Simulator is invoked to simulate the set of COA trees that

have been generated� This is done by creating a Simulated World and per�

forming the simulation of friendly and enemy units by time slicing between

actions �move� look� �re	 and observation by each unit� It is also time sliced

between friendly and enemy units� Di�erent methods can be used in simulating

friendly and enemy units� One method is to allow the enemy units to have

the same planning capabilities as the friendly units but with di�erent tactics�

This method would be quite realistic� but it can be quite time consuming� In

general� a complete simulation will be more time consuming than a temporal
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projection using rules� If computing capabilities are limited� we can perform

simulation at di�erent levels of abstraction ���� ��� where each higher level will

use less computational power� Another solution is to let the enemy units follow

a less sophisticated planning process allowing limited intelligence� This is the

approach we are taking for this particular application�

The actual simulation algorithm is as follows


While �planner active� do

Update entity state variables

Perform line of sight �LOS� check

Engagement check

Update current clock time by #T

End While

The simulator takes each level of the COA subtree and simulates each route

and calculates a score for each friendly subunit per each route� In the current

version� the enemy unit is simulated in a very limited manner� The enemy unit

is assumed to remain stationary and only engage in combat when an opposing

force unit has been sighted� Currently� our method employs the Aggregate

Combat Model ���� Two important assumptions made in general is the � to �

rule and that each of the units are equivalent in size� The � to � rule states

that the break�even point is at a force ratio of � to �� �� being the defender

and � being the o�ender	 which is a reasonable assumption in most cases since

a defender is prepared to defend in a favorable terrain� To satisfy the second

assumption� the demonstration mission involves only units in the platoon level�
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Since the planner does not currently have access to the TA� the Line of Sight

check is being done by a simple function LOS check which checks the distance

between two units� At present time� the terrain is assumed to be �at and open�

not a�ecting the line of sight calculation� With the TA connected� the planner

should be able to have access to a more accurate LOS check which will account

for di�erent types of terrain that may obscure the view� The speed of the units

are currently determined only by the terrain type
 ROAD has ���% mobility�

GROUND has ��% and FORD has ��% mobility�

For each course of action� the simulator operates as follows� State variables

de�ning an entity�s position and orientation are updated at each time slice�

In low mobility areas or areas with a steep terrain gradient� the movement is

slower� Also� for some terrain features� as with fords or chokepoints� a simple

queuing model can be executed to keep track of entities that must wait for

entities that are blocking the path� Service times and speed values are obtained

by sampling from a probability distribution appropriate for the blocked area� A

line of sight �LOS	 check and range calculation is done between the entity being

simulated and known enemy locations� If the enemy is within range of certain

weapons �such as a HEAT or Sabot round	� an engagement will ensue� We are

unsure as to the level of detail required to simulate the engagement for planning

purposes� However� these may be extended as behaviors such as �seeking cover�

are integrated into the planner� The simulation proceeds� while updating the

simulation time by #T until either the plan has been fully simulated� or the

planner is interrupted�

Initially� the Simulated World is created from the World DB and then the status

of the world is updated as entities are being simulated� The simulator uses the
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TA to update the Simulated World� The outcome of the simulation is then fed

into the COA Tree evaluator�

�� The COA Tree Evaluator is invoked to evaluate the simulation result by

calculating scores using the following formula


score  strength of unit ! proximity to OBJ�%	

If at any point in time during the simulation the strength of a unit is below a

certain threshold �� %	� it is considered to be destroyed and no further simula�

tion will be run on that particular branch of the COA tree� Thus� the overall

simulation strategy is branch and bound� Depending on the order of the calls�

however� it is possible to simulate the COA tree in a somewhat depth��rst man�

ner� It is possible to simulate the �nd level of the SPLIT tree before the �st

level of the NO SPLIT tree� The each unit�s score is stored in every route node

of the COA tree representing the simulation result of that particular branch�

Once the evaluation is done� di�erent interpretations can be made on the scores

themselves� To follow the military�s operational concepts of acting with an

initiative� incorporating unpredictability of actions into the planners is a major

task� A possible solution is to allow the planner to choose nondeterministically

among those plans that have evaluation scores above some threshold� Another

important extension is to allow the enemy to react nondeterministically during

simulations so that the evaluation scores will come out di�erently at di�erent

runs�

�� The Execution Monitor

The Execution Monitor is the main driver of the Planning Behavior module�

Its actions are
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�a	 Issue the set of chosen subtasks in the plan to each units in an OPORD

format�

�b	 Execute its own subtask if any�

�c	 If any SITREP is received�

i� Call the SITREP'OPORD Analyzer�

ii� If the decision returned calls for

� immediate action� it is handled by the Reactive Behavior module

which accesses the mini Expert System to react accordingly� In

doing so� the Reactive module also takes into account any Engage�

ment Criteria given in the OPORD�

� replanning� the SA is called to start a planning process with the

newly updated World DB�

� giving up planning at the current level� the CE sends SITREP to

its higher unit reporting of its current status and waits for further

orders�

��� Expert System

The mini Expert System module contains rules to aid the planning process in

making decisions such as choosing routes� choosing best COA tree� performing anal�

ysis of situations� OPORDs and SITREPs� In the prototype version� very simple

rules have been used and they exist as if�then statements inside the implementation�

As more depth military expert knowledge are acquired� it may become reasonable to

implement the expert knowledge as a separate Expert System�

�� Interface between Planner and other Command Entities

Similar to how Operations Order �OPORD	 are sent as directives to subordinates

in military Command and Control �C�	� the CGF Command Entity is also expected
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to receive and send OPORDs� The standard military format for OPORDs contain

considerable amount of overlap throughout the di�erent sections� Since our OPORDs

will be sent as messages within the program and each message has a limited size of

��� bytes� there was need to modify the military standard format to make it more

concise�

A standard military OPORD consists of �ve paragraphs
 Situation� Mission� Ex�

ecution� Service Support and Command and Signal ����� For our application� we

are mainly concerned with the �rst three where Situation describes the situation and

missions of enemy forces �if known	 and friendly forces� Mission states the mission the

unit issuing the OPORD is trying to achieve� and Execution expands on the Mission

statement by describing the speci�c tasks to be accomplished by each subordinate

units�

In our OPORD format� the Execution paragraph takes the form of a Synchro�

nization Matrix where the rows represent the tasks for each subunit and the columns

represent di�erent phases of the mission� The Synchronization matrix is issued by

the commander to its subordinate units where individual unit locates the row that

contains the orders for that speci�c unit and executes the tasks issued to them� Each

unit transitions to the next phase of the mission based upon its own transition code�

It can initiate its own transition
 On Own Initiative or it can only transition after

receiving an order from its commanding unit
 On Order� A corresponding matrix

to our demonstration order is shown in �gure ��� This same matrix is sent to all

three companies and each company extracts the applicable row of tasks to be accom�

plished� Since the id number of our company is �� the orders are contained in the

�rst row� The second and third rows do not directly a�ect the planner since they are

orders for company � and company �� respectively� Unless some coordination was

required among the three companies� a company is only concerned with the orders
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Phase 1

SEIZE OBJ at

32500, 28750

SEIZE OBJ at

38700 40500

MOVE to

50000 40000

Transition Code: 

On Own Initiative

On Order

Phase 2

DEFEND

 32500, 28750

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

Phase n

Company 1

Company 2

Company 3

32500, 28750

SEIZE OBJ at

54750, 40100

MOVE to

Figure ��� Synchronization Matrix for Demo OPORD

given speci�cally to the unit� Also note that since the prototype assumes there is

only one phase to a mission� phase � is also ignored in the current version of the

prototype�

Situation Reports �SITREPs	 are another type of order that is sent to the su�

perior unit by a subordinate unit to report either scheduled situations �e�g� when a

mission has been accomplished� when a unit hits a check point� etc�	 or unscheduled

situations �e�g� when a threat is identi�ed� when overall combat strength falls below

a predetermined level� etc�	�

� Interface between Terrain Analyzer and Planner

As mentioned earlier in section �� the mission planner is a part of a larger project

at IST� The planner must integrate with many other components in the IST project�

but for the most part it must work with the IST�s Terrain Analyzer�
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��� Terrain Analyzer

The Terrain Analyzer is the planner�s only source of information about terrain

and thus the planner uses the TA quite extensively during the planning process� The

TA is responsible for route planning� �nding tactical positions� computing Line of

Sight and answering questions about terrain features� The interface between the TA

and the planner is established by four types of calls� ROUTE� DEF TACT POS� LOS

and TERRAIN FEATURE�

� ROUTE
 Given the maximum number of routes� start and end position� the

unit boundary� the minimum percentage of concealment� the mission type and

the direction of approach to the OBJ �located at end position	� the TA returns

multiple routes that satisfy the given constraints� Note that the direction of

approach does not apply to cases when the end position does not have an enemy

unit and the mission type is not a SEIZE mission� Any intermediate enemy

position that needs to be avoided can also be given along with a radius and

the TA will generate routes avoiding these locations radius distance away from

the avoid locations� Each returned route has a route id� length and percentage

of concealment relative to the route� The actual route is represented as a

piecewise linear curve made up of a set of line segments� Each line segment

contains not only it�s begin and end points but also the percentage of mobility�

passable width� probability of LOS to the OBJ and the terrain type �ground�

road� ford	�

� DEF TACT POS
 Given the type of mission� this call requires the TA to pro�

vide locations for a given type of tactical position�s	� The current position of

the unit and the OBJ must also be given� There are three di�erent types of

position
 SUPPORT BY FIRE� DEFENSE� and ATTACK� We have two types
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of mission
 SEIZE and DEFEND� Finally� the enemy location must also be

provided to the TA for SUPPORT BY FIRE and ATTACK positions�

� ALOS
 This call directs the TA to perform an area to area Line of sight deter�

mination� Locations � and � are given� each with Radius� and Radius�� The

Radius� describes the circular area centered at � and Radius� describes the

circular area centered at �� � * PTS constrains the number of points where

LOS should be tested within circle centered at �� � * PTS constrains circle

at location � in the same manner� If the Radius is � for both locations then a

simple point to point LOS is performed� The returned data is the probability

of sightings over the * PTS tested within the two areas�

� TERRAIN FEATURE
 This call requires the TA to return all the terrain fea�

tures that are included within the radius of a given point� The planner sup�

plies the TA with a center point and a radius and the TA returns one or

more of the following types as a terrain feature
 ROAD� FORD� GROUND�

CHOKE POINT�

�� Demonstration Mission Scenario

Figure �� illustrates the demonstration scenario� The friendly company � �the

company entity receiving the OPORD	 is situated at Assembly Area �AA	 located

at ������� �����	� Company unit � is made up of � platoons
 platoon A is made

up of  M� Abrams Main Battle Tanks and each of the remaining � platoons B

and C are made up of  Bradley Infantry Fighting Vehicles� There are two enemy

platoons
 OPFOR�opposite force	 platoon A is made up of  M� tanks located at

������� �����	 and OPFOR platoon B is made up of  M� �ghting vehicles located

at ������ ����	� The OPORD given to company unit � is to �SEIZE the Objective

at ������� �����	�� Typically� an area called unit boundaries are given along with
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Figure ��� Company Mission and Routes

the OPORD� The unit boundaries de�ne the area in which the unit is expected to

operate� The company unit boundaries for company � are given as the rectangular

area in the �gure ���

The goal of the command entity is to accomplish the mission with minimal loss of

strength� To �nd a mission plan that will satisfy this criteria� the planner simulates

several alternative plans� compares the results and chooses the best one� However�

these alternative plans need to be generated by the planner �rst� The planner has to

be careful not to generate too few or too many alternative plans since too few may

not include a potentially good plan and too many may take too much computation

time� Figure �� also shows the various tactical positions and routes that can be

obtained through calls to IST�s Terrain Analyzer� Thus� the alternative plans are

mainly based on two alternatives
 di�erent subunit combinations and di�erent route

set combinations� In other words� the alternative plans depend on which unit or units

go on which route�
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A

B

C

SPLIT NO SPLIT

ABCAB, CC,ABB,ACAC,B

3,1 3,2 4,1 4,2 5,1 5,2 3,4 3,5 4,5 Alternative Route
Combinations (1)

Combinations (2)
Alternative Route

4 5

877,86,86,78.-8,-7,-7,-6,-6,-

Combinations
Alternative Subunit

6

3

Figure �� COA Tree without Adversary Tree

Figure � shows the COA tree generated by the prototype� The SPLIT subtree

describes the course of action for a company where the company will be divided�

Given that a company has � platoons� the number of routes needed is always greater

than or equal �� If two platoons go one route and one platoon go another� two

routes are needed in total� If each platoon goes on a di�erent route� three di�erent

routes will be necessary� The �st level of this subtree will contain all the possible

combinations of splitting a � platoon company� Currently� the set of combinations

are read from a data �le� The justi�cation is that some heuristics must be applied in

subdividing the company and since there are no expert systems to aid this process in

the prototype� an expert can be consulted in creating the data �le using his expertise

and knowledge of the Company�s composition� The heuristic used in this scenario is

not to allow Platoon A to travel alone at any time since M�s are considerably slower

and lower power than M�s� This restricts the SPLIT combination to  sets
 �AC�B	

�B�AC	 �C�AB	 �AB�C	�

From these combinations� the Create COA TREE generates possible combina�

tions of route sets� Since the mission is SEIZE� at least one route should lead the

platoons to an ASSAULT POS� These routes are ���� according to ��� Thus� the

possible set of route combinations are ����	� ����	� ���	 ���	� ����	� ����	� ���	� ����	�
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FF FS SF SS FF FS SF SS

AC,B

3,1

Alternative Subunit
Combinations

3,2 Alternative Route 

Combinations (1)
4,1 4.2 3,5 4,5

SF - Stay, Follow
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FSFF SF SS

6 6

Adversary Tree (2)

combinations (2)
Alternative Route

Adversary Tree (1)

ROOT

SPLIT

B,AC AB,CC,AB ABC
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F S

6 6

F S F S

... .

. . . .

. . . .
....

NOSPLIT

Figure ��� COA Tree with Adversary Tree

���	� The second level of route combinations in the COA tree contains the routes

that connect each of the �st level routes to OBJ if possible� For example� route �

extends route � to OBJ� However� route � is not extended to the objective because

it�s a SUPPORT BY FIRE position�

The NO SPLIT subtree has a single alternative subunit combination �ABC	 since

no split up is allowed in the unit combination� Therefore only a single route set alter�

natives that lead to an assault positions �����	 are possible� The second level routes

are ������	 respectively� No pruning is being done in the current implementation�

Figure �� shows the COA tree generated with the adversarial actions included�

For now� we assume that there are only two possible actions Follow or Stay� Follow
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means that the enemy unit will exhibit a behavior of active pursuit� given that it

is within range� In other words� if the enemy unit is not close enough to actually

detect and follow� the subtree with the Follow behavior will not be any di�erent

from the subtree with the Stay behavior� Stay refers to the behavior where the

enemy will remain stationary in its current location but will still �ght back if �red

upon� The di�erent behaviors can be best seen by comparing �gures �� and ���

Figure �� shows the case when the enemy is simulated with the Stay behavior� Note

that this is also the basic behavior of the enemy for the simulations of the COA

tree without adversary tree� Figure �� depicts the situation where the enemy unit

is simulated with the Follow behavior� Assuming that the enemy will continue to

pursue the friendly unit that is traveling on route � the shaded polygon near route

 which shows the area where combat will continue to occur is extended� Thus�

the area of combat in �gure �� is larger compared to the shaded area that appears

in �gure �� and therefore the score is expected to be lower in the �rst case� For

the tree in �gure ��� four pairs of behaviors �FF� FS� SF� SS	 are generated in the

SPLIT subtree� A pair is generated because one F or S corresponds to each route

and there are always two routes in each branch of the tree under the SPLIT subtree�

Accordingly� in the NOSPLIT subtree� only a single behavior �F or S	 is speci�ed for

each branch�

�� Planning Results

From �gure ��� one should be able to observe that any friendly units traveling on

route  is likely to engage in combat with the opfor unit stationed at ������ ����	�

The friendly unit may not be totally destroyed but considerable amount of strength

may be lost during combat and therefore will result in a lower score� Thus� any plan

that includes route  will have lower scores than other plans� Due to space limitations�

we only include some results of interest� We �rst show the results obtained using the
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Figure ��� Simulation of Stay behavior on Route 
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Figure ��� Simulation of Follow behavior on Route 
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COA tree without an adversary tree� This result is for the alternative plans where

the company stays together as a company �NOSPLIT	 and travels on a single route

to the objective
 �Note that routes � and � are not considered since they end at

Support By Fire positions�	

Result of NOSPLIT routes at phase ��

� A
B
C � � � ����		����

� A
B
C � � � ����������

� A
B
C � � � �������	�

Result of NOSPLIT routes at phase ��

� A
B
C � �� � ����						

� A
B
C � �� � ����						

� A
B
C � �� � �����	���

Next� we show the evaluation scores with the adversary tree� The results support

our prediction that route plans which include route  is considerably lower in score

than the other alternative route plans� Moreover� of the two subtrees that includes

route � the subtree where the enemy was simulated with the Follow behavior is

even lower� Since all the other routes �� �� �� � and � do not have an enemy unit

nearby� there is no di�erence in result whether the subtree includes a Follow or Stay

adversarial branch�

Result of NOSPLIT routes at phase ��
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� A
B
C F � �� ����		����  F� FOLLOW

� A
B
C S � �� ����		���� S� STAY

� A
B
C F � �� ����������

� A
B
C S � �� ����������

� A
B
C S � �� �������	�

� A
B
C F � �� ���������

Result of NOSPLIT routes at phase ��

� A
B
C FF � ��� ����						

� A
B
C FS � ��� ����						

�

�

� A
B
C SF � ��� ����						

� A
B
C SS � ��� ����						

� A
B
C SF � ��� ����������

� A
B
C SS � ��� ����������

� A
B
C FF � ��� ����������

� A
B
C FS � ��� ����������

There are basically four di�erent types of information that is given as input to the

planner at di�erent stages of the planning process� When the planner is �rst started�

it is given an OPORD� a set of subunit combinations to be used in the generation

of the COA tree� and the initial strength of the individual subunits� During the

plan generation process� the planner will make various calls to the TA and get back

from the TA information such as tactical positions and routes� Once these plans
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are generated� the planner simulates them and outputs the �nal evaluation scores of

alternative plans in decreasing order� The CGF planner prototype currently runs on

an IBM �� PC and the Sun Unix Workstations�



CHAPTER �
NON�ADVERSARIAL ROUTE PLANNING

The CGF Mission Planning problem� presented in chapter � did not possess a lot

of uncertainty in the way it was de�ned� To show how SBP can be used in problem

domains that possess signi�cant amount of data uncertainty�including uncertainty

due to noise�we have selected the Mars Rover route planning problem as our second

application domain�

��� Rover Route Planning

A major di�culty with the Computer Generated Forces Mission Planning was

the overwhelming amount of domain knowledge that we had to learn which left little

room for experimentation and further re�nement of our methodology� In realizing

the problem� we decided to apply our methods to a canonical problem� Route �or

path in robotics terms	 planning with mobile robots is a well known problem and

thus is a good candidate� When there is little uncertainty involved� as is sometimes

the case in many robot route planning problems� the existing approaches such as

potential �elds ��� do quite well� But� when uncertainties exist in the environment�

these methods alone cannot produce good results� The main algorithm of producing

a graph of traversable paths and searching the graph for a best route still remains

the same� however� The part that is di�erent is how we measure the goodness of a

route� If the goal is to select a route that is the shortest in distance� we can use any

of the standard algorithms that exist for �nding shortest paths in a graph� But� if the

problem is in an environment that is unknown or uncertain� we must use a di�erent

method which we claim is SBP�

��
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Figure ���� Mars Microrover� Provided by permission of Jet Propulsion Laboratory
����

In ����� NASA plans to launch a spacecraft to Mars to explore the environment

of the planet ����� The spacecraft will carry an �� kg rover� called the Microrover�

that will move around the vicinity of the landing site to explore the territory for a

duration of approximately � to  weeks� Figure ��� shows the Microrover traveling

over a rock�

Because the Martian surface is not completely known� JPL is undergoing a process

of performance evaluation of the rover�s autonomous navigation system with varying

terrain characteristics� The Microrover testbed contains the Microrover vehicle and

an indoor test arena with overhead cameras for automatic� real�time tracking of

the true rover position and heading� In the arena� they have created Mars analog

terrains by randomly distributing rocks according to an exponential model of Mars

rock size and frequency created from Viking lander imagery� JPL has decomposed the

rover navigation task into four functions
 �	 goal designation� �	 rover localization� �	

hazard detection� and 	 path selection� Goal designation is expected to be performed

by mission operators on Earth� Hazard detection is largely connected with problems

in sensors such as stereo camera pair and light stripe ranging sensor� And thus�

although the four functions are integrated� we will focus mainly on rover localization
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Figure ���� Rover trajectory for a run with three rocks

and route selection� Rover localization is presented as a major issue since dead

reckoning error often prevents the rover from properly recognizing when it has reached

the goal location� Figure ��� shows a planview plot of the vehicle trajectory for a run

with three rocks� The solid line represents the true rover trajectory and the dashed

line represents the deadreckoned trajectory� The rover scraped its hubs against rocks

B and C� According to JPL�s report� the results of this and other trial runs imply

that scraping against rocks introduce large heading errors�

Currently� path selection is achieved by a simple behavior control algorithm which

is reactive and does not take any excess knowledge�such as maps�into account� Thus�

our intent is to build a simulation�based route planning system that will enable

the rover to simulate various alternative path traversal behaviors and'or parameter

settings such as turn rate and sensor reading rate to estimate the optimal settings at

which the rover is likely to have least amount of deadreckoning error and� therefore�

most likely to succeed�
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��� Simulation�Based Rover Route Planning System

Figure ��� illustrates the basic components of our Simulation�Based Rover Route

Planning �SBRRP	 system� Initially� the planner takes the goal location of the route

as input and selects a route plan for output� This selected plan is the input to the

Control Subsystem which performs a supervisory control of the process� The output

of the rover process is the actual sensory output of the rover� The sensory output

will include camera images� hazard detections and position information� Along with

the plan� a simulation log �the simulation data that was produced previously during

the plan evaluation process	 of the chosen plan is provided as input to the Control

Subsystem� This can be used to serve as a reference model to track the state of

the execution in order to monitor its progress towards the goal� The monitoring

information can be used further to tune the system towards the goal �i�e� correct its

route or position estimation	 or to generate a failure signal to the planner as soon as

it decides that the current route is unlikely to succeed�

����� Planner

The planner has two major modules


�� The Plan Simulator simulates alternative traversal con�gurations for di�erent

terrains� In terms of the rover con�guration� two factors are varied
 �	 unit

distance �the amount of distance traveled in between hazard detection	 and �	

unit angle �the number of degrees turned in between hazard detection	� The

Path selection behavior algorithm is another possible factor to vary but is not

considered at this time� For the terrain� we also vary two factors
 �	 rock

sizes and �	 rock frequency� Thus� the simulation is based on the physical and

empirical models of the rover and the terrain�
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Table ���� Power Usage for di�erent subsystems

Subsystem Power Usage�W	

Driving ����
Steering ����
Hazard Detection Scan ����

� TheMars Rover Model includes a physical model which include speci�c

characteristics given by the JPL document
 translation �max ���� cm'sec	�

rotation speed� step climbing ability �max ���� cm	� and speci�cation for

the hazard detection sensors �range of view is about ��� deg� with �� cm

max distance	� In addition� it�s power usage is also documented and is

shown in table ����

Since we are simulating in a � dimensional space� we can represent the

position of the rover with respect to a �xed global frame at time k as a

vector

x�k	  

�
�� x�k	
y�k	

�k	


�� ����	

where x�k	 and y�k	 describe the cartesian location and 
�k	 represents

the heading measured counterclockwise from the positive x�axis�

The robot�s motion is controlled by the control input

u�k	  

�
T �k	
#
�k	

�
����	

where T �k	 is the speed �unit distance	 per time step and #
�k	 is the

rotational value per time step�

The actual position at time k!� is obtained by the state transition function

f �



�

f�x�k	�u�k		  

�
�� x�k	 ! T �k	cos
�k	
y�k	 ! T �k	sin
�k	


�k	 ! #
�k	


�� ����	

To model the complete state of the rover system� we must include the

power usage p�k	 at time k and also keep track of the deadreckoned po�

sition� Let +x�k	  �+x�k	� +y�k	� +
�k		 represent the deadreckoned position

and heading at time k� Then +u�k ! �	 is obtained by the state transition

function +f �

+f�+x�k	�u�k		  

�
�� +x�k	 ! �T �k	 ! ed�k		cos+
�k	

+y�k	 ! �T �k	 ! ed�k		sin+
�k	

�k	 ! #
�k	 ! eh�k	


�� ���	

ed�k	 represents the position error and eh�k	 represents the heading error

at time k sampled from triangular distributions presented in the following

text� Thus� the complete rover system state is represented by a vector

r�k	  

�
������������

x�k	
y�k	

�k	
+x�k	
+y�k	
+
�k	
P �k	


������������

����	

and

P �k ! �	  P �k	 ! pi�k	 ����	

where i represents one of the three subsytem functions
 Driving� Steering

and Hazard Detection Scan� pi�k	 represents the power usage of subsytem

function i occurring at k� The power usage values � as shown in table ����

are not dependent on time and are constant throughout the simulation�
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Table ���� Error Distribution of � runs

Heading error�deg	 Position error�m	

Min ��� ����
Mode ��� ����
Max ���� ���

What is time dependent is the value of i since due to power constraint of

the rover only one of the three functions can occur at time k�

Empirical data gathered from JPL�s trial runs are used to model ed�k	

and eh�k	� Also� hazard detection error has a failure rate of � in ����

given that hazard frequency is �'���� The error models are based on the

dead reckoning and heading error statistics gathered by JPL for � runs

on arti�cial Mars nominal terrain� The error statistics form a triangular

distribution given in table ����

These errors represent cumulative errors gather at the end of each run�

The mode of the true distance traveled is ���� m and thus we can naively

scale this to form a new position error distribution values Uerror for each

unit distance traveled using the following equation


Uerror  
Perror�Dgoal

���

Dgoal

Udist

����	

Perror is the position error as shown in the above table� Dgoal is the total

distance between the start and goal locations in a given route planning

problem� Udist is the unit distance selected for the simulation� Intuitively�

the numerator is the amount of total position error scaled to the current

route distance and the denominator is a rough estimate of the total number

of samplings �i�e� simulation time steps	 likely to occur during the simu�

lation� And thus� the equation provides a rough estimate of the position

error for each unit distance traveled� Scaling the heading error distribution
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Table ���� Scaled Sample Error Distribution

Heading error�deg	 Position error�m	

Min ����� �������
Mode ������ �������
Max ����� ������

is not as straightforward as scaling the position error distribution due to

the fact that it is not really possible to predict the total number of degrees

the rover will turn during the simulation of a route traversal� So� based on

the assumption that the rover is likely to make a turn for every simulation

step� we have arbitrarily scaled the heading errors down by
Dgoal

Udist
�

Table ��� shows a scaled triangular error distribution for simulations whose

Udist is ��� cm and Dgoal is ����� cm�

� The Mars Terrain Model creates Mars analog terrains using a rock

size�frequency distribution developed by Moore ����� Currently� JPL is

experimenting their Microrover by performing test runs on terrains which

has been created arti�cially by randomly placing rocks according to this

Moore ���� model � Moore�s model is based on data obtained from images

taken by Viking Lander �� Since a similar rock density is expected for

the Microrover experiment� the same model can be used� The original

Moore�s model for rocks down to a diameter of ��� m is represented by

N  �����D������ where N is the cumulative frequency of rocks per square

meter with diameters of D and larger� This model predicts that about

����% of the landing site area is covered by rocks� However� the model

used by JPL so far in creating the actual test terrains is based on the modal

value of the surface rock cover over the whole planet� which is estimated

to be at �%� The terrain created from this model is called nominal� A

computer simulation is under development at JPL in order to test terrains
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with rock frequencies ranging up to ��%� Thus� our simulated terrains

will also be nominal in terms of total rock cover percentage although the

sizes and frequency will vary�

Using the models of the rover and the Martian surface� we perform multiple

simulations of each route� In general� there are several ways to proceed in

the simulation� If a set of routes are given beforehand� as in the case of our

previous work in mission planning�one can divide each route into phases and

proceed the simulation in a breadth��rst manner �each level being one phase of

the route	� This way� the planner will at least have some idea of the goodness

of each route� should the time limit the planner to make a decision before it has

performed a complete set of simulations� If� however� no pre�determined routes

are to be used during execution as in the case of the rover� then a natural

way is to proceed in a depth �rst manner� Another possible approach is to

divide the simulation arti�cially into several segments and proceeding breadth�

�rst� simulating di�erent segments from di�erent simulation trials� This would

involve signi�cant overhead since we need to keep a record of all the states of

each trials in between each simulation� Thus� our approach here is to perform

a complete simulation� trial by trial�

To reduce the amount of computation� we can use the A� search method if

we can build a heuristic function which can estimate the cost of the remain�

ing route� Another possibility is the branch and bound method used in the

area of Operations Research� Due to uncertainties which exist in the models�

simulations must be performed multiple times using the available stochastic

information to capture the overall e�ect and also to reduce the variance of the

outcome variables�
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Figure ���� Simulation�Based Rover Route Planning System

�� The Plan Evaluator�Selector evaluates the results of the simulations and

suggests a plan for execution� Currently� three elements are considered
 �	

closeness to the goal location� �	 the total time elapsed� �	 power usage� These

elements are combined into a single score using the following equation


Score  Wd � dist!Wt � time !Wp � power ����	

where

dist  is the distance between the rover�s location and the goal location�

time  is the total virtual time elapsed between the start and end of the

simulation

power  is the total power usage of the rover

Wd�Wt and Wp represent weights attached to each factor so that they can be

adjusted appropriately to re�ect the needs of the user� Since we want all of the

above to be minimum� the score should be as low as possible�

����� Experimental Design

Our SBP method�s experimental design approach to the rover problem is to vary

the terrain and the rover con�guration� More speci�cally� we vary three factors
 rock
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distributions �both in terms of size and frequency	� unit distance of travel and unit

angle of rotation� If the planning experiment is performed using the full factorial de�

sign approach� the number of combinations to simulate will be prohibitive� However�

optimization techniques such as response surfaces and metamodels can be used to

alleviate the problem� Response�surface methods usually involve a series of small ex�

periments utilizing full or fractional factorial designs to explore the response surface

and approximate the function of simulation� We can use this approximate function

to move to the area that is near optimal as soon as possible and then as the optimum

is approached� use some technique of local exploration to �nd the precise optimal

point�

There are three major factors to consider in creating the terrain
 �	 rock sizes� �	

rock frequencies� and �	 rock placements� Once a rock coverage and the lower limit

of the rock size D is set� the frequency is produced from the Moore�s model� For a

single simulation run� the rock sizes are then sampled randomly from the range D

upto a predetermined limit ���cm	 according to the frequency given above� Once the

rover is on Mars� the map that is generated from photographs will be used to place

rocks that are large enough to be obstacles in their absolute locations� The remain�

ing terrain in between the large rocks can be simulated through the Moore�s model

during simulation� Later� we can use any additional information that is available
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�distribution of rock sizes and frequency	 of the landing site to design a non�uniform

sampling distribution� By using visual information of the landing site� we can build

rock distributions that are similar to the actual terrain characteristics� The place�

ment of these smaller �less than ��cm in diameter	 rocks will be random� As time

permits� multiple simulations with di�erent small rock placements will be performed�

On a higher level� the percentage of rock cover can be varied to be between �% to

��% but it is �xed at �% for now� Thus� a simulation environment is set by the tuple

�D�A� T 	 where


D  ���� ����� representing the unit distance of travel �in centime ters	

A  ����� ���� representing the unit angle of rotation �in degrees	

T  is the terrain determined by �s� f� p	 where s  ������ ����� �in meters	 is the

diameter of the rocks� f  � is the percentage of rock coverage and p is the placement

strategies of the rocks which is done randomly in the current implementation but

may be based on other probability distributions using available data� Since there are

in�nite number of combinations of these factors� our approach is to sample D and A

at certain intervals while creating T by randomly selecting the values for s� Since f

and p are �xed in this prototype� we will refer to the terrain simply as T �s	� Because

it is possible to determine f from observations of the surrounding terrain either by

satellite imagery or by local camera images� it is reasonable to assume that we can

�x f to be a certain value for a particular planning situation� It is also possible that

we can narrow down the range of s in a similar way�

For the simulation� we use discrete time step simulation with the following algo�

rithm �repeated for each route	


While �Goal is not reached� do

Sample sensor data

Follow route by executing action on rover
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Update rover state variables

Update current clock time by #T

End While

Until the rover�s state variables indicate it has reached the goal location� the

planner continues the above loop and continues on its route� Sampling sensor data

involves sensing the rocks on the terrain using the sensor model built from JPL�s

description� Depending on the size and location of a rock� the planner may also

invoke the hazard detection sensors�indicating that the rover will have to maneuver

around the obstacle� Smaller rocks �with diameter less than �� cm	 are ignored by

the hazard detection sensor but is likely to cause the dead�reckoning error to increase�

For the rover route planning problem� this is the distinguishable aspect of SBP which

is handled di�erently �or sometimes not at all	 by other planning methods�

The e�ect is captured by incorporating a dead�reckoning error model into the

simulation which is modeled as a white process� A white process is a random process

where the distribution of the expected value of the members of the collection of

functions over all frequency components in the full range is uniform� This is an

idealized concept which does serve as a very useful approximation where noise is

wideband compared with the bandwidth of the system� Finally� the state variables

�location x�y	 are updated accordingly using control dynamics of the rover along with

the clock�

��� Prototype Environment

For the prototype� a graphics user interface to the planner has been developed by

our MOOSE �Multimodel Object�Oriented Speci�cation Environment	 group� Fig�

ure ��� shows the interface we have built and the routes traversed using our algorithm�

Through this interface� the user is able to de�ne various parameter values for the ter�

rain� the rover� the experimental design� and the output analysis� A user can either
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Figure ���� Rover Route Planning Runs

set the parameters to certain values or select certain ranges in which parameter values

will be randomly sampled and used in the simulations�

The shown paths in �gure ��� are �� replicated simulations on a terrain where the

rock sizes are ��cm in diameter or smaller and the overall area of rock coverage is �%

�i�e� �% of surface area are covered by rocks	� The start location is at ������	 and the

goal location is at ��������	� The distance to the goal is ���cm� Since the distance of

the real runs tested in the Mars Rover experiment was ���m� our test distance is an

appropriate choice� The paths that are darker and end exactly at the goal location

are dead�reckoned paths �paths the rover thinks it is traversing in	 and paths that

are lighter and stray away from the goal location are actual paths the rover traveled�

�� Planning Results

In the rover experiment� a test run was considered successful if the rover�s dead�

reckoned position estimate implied that it had reached the goal� Based on this def�

inition� all �� of our rover route planning runs in �gure ��� were successful at unit
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distance of ���cm� This is a good match to the rate of success of the real rover test

runs� which was �� out of � with unit distance of ���cm� Figure ��� displays the

response surface graph of the average evaluation scores obtained from �� replications

of each simulation environment �D�A� ��	� �� implies that the terrain is made up

of rocks whose sizes are �� cm in diameter or smaller� Thus� for such a terrain� we

can observe from �gure ��� that the area of optimal con�guration will be near the

area where unit distance is � cm and unit angle is � degrees� Figure ��� shows the

con�dence interval half�widths at ��% of the mean evaluation scores produced in �g�

ure ���� The area where the con�dence interval width is the smallest coincides with

the area of near optimal con�guration in �gure ��� which means the near optimal

con�guration area is also quite stable�

Figures ��� and ��� are scores and con�dence interval half�widths for �D�A� ��	�

The overall shape of the response surface is somewhat similar to the one in �gure ����

However� there is a signi�cant di�erence in the area where score is minimum� In

�gure ���� the area of close to optimal con�guration is when unit distance is set to

��� cm and unit angle is set to � deg whereas in �gure ���� the optimal area is where

unit distance is near ��� cm and unit angle is near �� deg�

As the di�erence of the optimal con�guration point is signi�cant depending on

the terrain� having the ability to search for the near optimal con�guration given the

current terrain environment will be crucial to the overall success of the mission�

In this chapter� we were able to observe how simulation�based planning can play

a role in predicting near�optimal con�gurations for terrain traversal in a given envi�

ronment� This exhibits the potential for on�line adaptive planning� One can imagine

that� once on Mars� the rover can �rst gather information about the environment as

much as possible and then using this current� local information� the rover can per�

form simulation�based planning to �gure out which con�guration �unit distance and
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angle� traversal algorithm etc�	 is likely to produce the outcome that will be closest

to the goal�

In addition to unit distance� unit angle and terrain� which we have varied in the

experiment� we can also simulate other factors such as the time of day�to predict the

e�ects of light on the energy� for instance�



CHAPTER �
NONDETERMINISTIC ADVERSARIAL ROUTE PLANNING

��� Air Force Mission Planning

Similar to the CGF mission planning problem discussed in chapter � the Air

Force Mission Planning is a good candidate for SBP since it is adversarial and also

nondeterministic� To illustrate� here is an example air combat scenario in Figure ����

This �gure de�nes a scenario with dynamically moving objects� The mission

of the blue force �ghter aircraft is to pave a path for the bomber to disable the

factory� There are three radar locations� �R��R��R�	� each with di�erent e�ective

detection ranges� On the surface� the problem of guiding the blue force around the

radar coverage� and toward the factory� seems like a simple problem in computational

geometry� In actuality� this is the way in which most route planning operates� A rule

might be formed �To locate a path� avoid radar �elds and storm fronts� to aid in the

decision making� Consider the following available knowledge at some point during

the mission


�� Uncertain location and range	 Radar locations R� and R� are permanent �x�

tures and have been identi�ed by satellite imagery� However� R� may have been

upgraded to have a wider range� Moreover� R� may not exist� A land�based

scout report suggests that it may�

�� Uncertain enemy mission	 Red force aircraft are known to �y a routine recon�

naissance route toward the north� Is the red force on a routine mission� and

therefore out of the way� or has the enemy indicated the blue force strength�

providing the red force with an intercept mission$

��
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Figure ���� Air combat scenario with dynamics and uncertainty

�� Uncertain force strength	 An AWACS monitoring plane has just identi�ed a

blue force �as denoted just south of the AWACS	 but it is unclear as to the

number and type of aircraft� The factory has four anti�aircraft �AA	 guns but

the intelligence reports are not complete� the range and accuracy of the guns

is largely unknown�

� Weather conditions	 Weather stations report a storm front to the West� moving

East� but the cloud cover situation is unclear� only a fuzzy estimate can be made

of the height and severity of the storm�

These types of uncertainties may well be the rule rather than the exception�

As the example shows� large part of the mission is dependent on which particular

route or air corridor you will �y through and it basically becomes a route planning

problem with many uncertainties on the way� Of course� some higher�level expert

system can be used and should be used as a meta reasoning system on top of the

SBP planner to provide guidelines as to�given the current situation�what general

heuristics we are to use in generating alternative air corridors for simulation�
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In this chapter� we present the design� implementation and some preliminary

results of the prototype built for the air force mission planning domain�

��� Planner Architecture

Figure ��� shows the speci�c top level architecture for the Air Force Route Plan�

ner� The generic Route Simulation Module in Figure ��� is now instantiated to the

Air Force �AF	 Mission Route Simulator� which is described in the following sections�

����� Multimodel of AF Mission Route Simulator

In this section� we describe the multimodel for the Air Force Route Simulator

which resides inside the Trial block� First� the class hierarchy of our Air Force

multimodel appears in �gure ���� Assuming that a set of alternate routes and envi�

ronment data are given� the following models are simulated and evaluated for each

route Ri� The simulation process is replicated and its output results are accumulated

and then analyzed by the Analyzer�
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Figure �� shows a general layout of all the objects that are currently implemented

in the simulator module� We assume there are seven types of PHYSICAL objects


BlueAC� RedAC� Radar� SAM� Wx� Tgt� Zones and one ABSTRACT object called

Eval� The class BlueAC stands for Blue Aircraft and RedAC similarly stands for

Red Aircraft� Radar represents a ground radar site� SAM represents a ground SAM

missile site� Wx represents the weather� Tgt represents the target that needs to

be destroyed� In the current prototype the target is the headquarters for the red

force� Zones represent the area of defense zone� For the zones� we assume that there

are a set of radars strategically located inside the zone such that when an enemy

aircraft �BlueAC	 �ies inside the zone� it is detected� Any number of each object

type may exist depending on the speci�c mission situation� If the user de�nes the

environment to have � radars then� by the nature of the object�oriented paradigm�

� Radar instances of the Radar class are automatically created� Having multiple

weather objects is unimaginable but a weather object made up of other sub�weather

objects such as wind� cloud and sun is certainly plausible� During a typical simulation

loop� every object updates its local state and'or perform action�s	 which in turn may

a�ect other objects in the following time slice� The last object to be called within a

simulation loop is Eval� We describe the role of each object models in more detail

below�

Eval

Figure ��� shows a functional block of Eval which contains the various check

functions that check the status for each object class� Notice that if there were n

objects of class Radar� then the Check Radar function will check all n radar objects�

�� Although it is not explicitly shown in the �gure� Eval is responsible for main�

taining a consistent and aggregated �current state� of the world� In other words�
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using the notation de�ned in section ������ Eval is responsible for maintaining

Q�t	�

�� Eval decides the outcome of interactions between objects� In a way� it plays the

role of God� Every time Eval is executed� it looks for certain condition of each

object such as Missile Fired or Engagement� If object Oi has �red a missiled

targeting object Ok� for example� the outcome of the event �missed target�

destroyed target	 is determined by Eval� Our reason for having Eval determine

such events is because we wanted to maintain symmetry and self containment

among objects� It is not symmetrical to have either any of the two objects

decide the outcome of an event that is outside of their control� Determining

the outcome can be as simple as sampling from a given probability distribution

or simulating a lower level model which would contain a physical model of the

missile�

�� Eval evaluates each situation for every time slice and maintains a score that

represents the goodness of the plan� The evaluation score is constantly a�ected

by events during the simulation� In the prototype� we have assigned arbitrary

values to each event� a positive�good	 event has a positive value and a nega�

tive�bad	 event has a negative value� The following explains our initial set of
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events which have already been implemented� We list the set of implemented

events in association with each object type that is interacting with the BlueAC�

RedAC

� NO KILL 
 neither the RedAC nor the BlueAC has been destroyed� The

score is una�ected by this event�

� RED KILLS BLUE 
 RedAC has destroyed BlueAC� The value here is set

the maximum negative value since it implies that the mission has failed�

� BLUE KILLS RED 
 BlueAC has destroyed RedAC� The value is positive

but is not set to the maximum value since it does not immediately imply

that the mission is a success�

� RED AND BLUE KILL EACH OTHER 
 BlueAC and RedAC has de�

stroyed each other� The score is �rst increased by a positive value since a

RedAC was destroyed but is decreased by a larger negative value because

the mission has ended in a failure�

SAM

� NO KILL 
 Neither the SAM nor the BlueAC has destroyed each other�

The score is una�ected by this event�

� RED KILLS BLUE 
 red SAMmissile was �red and has destroyed BlueAC�

The score is decreased by the maximum amount as in the case of RedAC�

� BLUE KILLS RED 
 BlueAC has destroyed the red SAM missile site� The

score must be increased by a positive value but should not be increased

by the maximum amount since it does not immediately imply that the

mission is a success�
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� RED AND BLUE KILL EACH OTHER 
 BlueAC and red SAM has de�

stroyed each other� The score is �rst increased by a positive value since a

SAM was destroyed but is ultimately decreased by a larger negative value

because the mission is a failure�

Tgt

� TGT DESTROYED 
 red Target was destroyed by the BlueAC which

implies the mission was a success� The maximum positive value is added

to the score to represent the attractiveness of this outcome�

Radar

� BLUE DETECTED BY RADAR 
 BlueAC has been detected by a radar�

A small amount of the score is decreased every time the BlueAC is de�

tected� Unlike previous events� which occur only once� this event can

reoccur for each time step as long as the condition holds true� The logic

behind this is that the longer the BlueAC is exposed to the radar� the

higher the danger is of being attacked and thus the score should re�ect

this property� More accurate results will be obtained if the radar is mod�

eled at a lower level where other red aircrafts are contacted to intercept

and possibly destroy BlueAC�

Finally� when BlueAC has successfully destroyed the target� the remaining fuel

level is calculated and added to the score in order to reward alternatives that have

used less fuel� Thus� in the current prototype the evaluation function is based on

the common sense judgement where the remaining fuel level� the level of safety and

the level of success �in terms of destroying the target	 is combined to represent the

goodness of a route plan� As better expert knowledge becomes available from an
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SME�Subject Matter Expert	� we expect that �nding a good evaluation function will

play a major role in making SBP a viable methodology in military planning�

BlueAC

The objects BlueAC and RedAC are Dynamic Objects � as de�ned in section �����	�

The top level model of the BlueAC object is shown in Figure ���� In our prototype

we have uniformly named the main top level method of each class as Execute� At

the highest level of the BlueAC object� for an Interdiction mission� it is modeled as

an FSA with three phases
 Approach Target� Return to Base and End Mission�
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Approach Target

Figure ��� shows the re�nement FSA for Approach Target phase appearing in

�gure ���� In normal circumstances� BlueAC traverses the given route� However�

whenever an enemy aircraft or a missile is detected� it must switch into an alert mode�

Once the danger is no longer present� BlueAC can go back to the Traverse Route

phase� Finally� when the target is within range� the FSA transitions to the Destroy

Target phase� After the target or the BlueAC has been destroyed� the Approach

Target FSA exits with the appropriate condition� This exiting condition is used at

the higher level to transition to the appropriate next state in the FSA which is Return

to Base �Figure ���	�

Going another level down from the Traverse Route phase� �gure ��� illustrates the

functional block model for updating the location while traversing the route� It takes

as input� the aircraft�s speed� current location� angle� fuel level and wind factor�

Except for the wind information� all the other information are maintained in the

vector x�k	 which represents the state of BlueAC at time k �current state	� The

UpdateLoc function produces the next state x�k ! �	� We can express the state

vector x�k	 as follows 
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where x�k	� y�k	 and 
�k	 describe the current location of the aircraft� s�k	 denotes

the current speed and f�k	 denotes the fuel level at time k� Currently� the speed is set

to a constant� It is certainly possible� however� to explore di�erent constant speeds

or varying speeds during the simulation to experiment other possibilities� Based on

the current speed� we calculate the unit distance T �k	 for #t using

T �k	  s�k	 �#t � scale factor ����	

The term scale factor is used to either scale down or up the simulation granularity

of the terrain grid� Finally� the fuel level f�k	 is modeled by equation ����

f�k !#t	  f�k	� �s�k	 �#t � scale factor	 � fuel consumption rate

�ws�k	 � cos�j
�k	� w
�k	j	 ����	

where ws�k	 is the wind speed and w
�k	 is the direction of the wind at time k� The

fuel consumption rate refers to the amount of fuel that is consumed per basic unit

of distance�e�g� per mile or per kilometer	� In addition to the current speed� the

wind can have an e�ect on the fuel consumption depending on the angular di�erence�

Based on this di�erence and the wind speed� the fuel consumption will either increase

or decrease� BlueAC�s fuel level is updated every #t�

In the current prototype� only the Traverse Route and Destroy Target behavior

have been fully implemented� The RedAC Alert Mode can� however� be further

re�ned as another FSA as shown in �gure ���� The Missile Alert Mode will also take

on a similar FSA model as in �gure ���� However� if the FSA in �gure ��� were to be
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BlueAC:Approach Target > RedAC Alert Mode

Figure ���� Red Aircraft �RedAC	 model for BlueAC object

further re�ned� it will have a di�erent re�nement model since di�erent tactics and

physical models will apply in monitoring� combatting and evading a missile or an

aircraft�

The return trip of the BlueAC to the base is not currently implemented in the

prototype� However� this can easily be taken into account� The simplest way is to

add a function such as the one shown in �gure ���� that calculates whether there�s

enough fuel for a return trip� And if so� reward the alternative highly and if not�

penalize it severely� If the return �ight is likely to involve signi�cant risks and the

safe return of the BlueAC is of major concern� the return �ight should be simulated

and scored in much the same way as it was done for the Approach Target Phase of

the mission�

The Red Aircraft model shown in �gure ���� have a special mission� They are

assigned to certain defense zones where their duty is to defend their zones from

any intrusion by an enemy aircraft� When the models are set� the user describes

the starting state of RedAC
 its location� fuel level� current speed and any zone

assignment� Once the simulation starts� the RedAC starts from its initial location
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and �ies to its assigned zone� After reaching the zone�s	� it goes into a surveying

mode��ying back and forth following the zone from one end to another� If RedAC

is assigned to more than one zone� it is reasonable to assume that it is assigned to

consecutive zones� So� if it is assigned to zone � and �� for example� it will �rst �y to

the northwest corner of zone � and then once it has reached zone �� it will �y towards

the northeast end of zone �� When it has reached the east end of zone �� it will turn

around and start a �ight back towards the west and so on�

While performing the survey mission� whenever a BlueAC crosses an assigned

zone� the assigned RedAC will go into an Intercept mode and pursue the BlueAC

and attempt to destroy it� Once the two aircrafts come within range� Combat may

occur� RedACs having other types of specialized missions should also be modeled

and simulated in the future�

The next two objects belong to the Static Objects group as de�ned in section ������

since we are assuming both the missile and radar site are immobile� The SAM

missile has three ranges
 Track range� Missile range and Arm range� The track range

represents a range where an aircraft can be detected and tracked� The missiles can

actually be guided towards the target in preparation for launch within the Missile

range� Finally� if an aircraft comes within Arm range we assume the SAM missiles

will be automatically launched to destroy the target� We have employed a generic

SAM missile site model here but a more speci�c and sophisticated model can be used

if necessary�

We model ground radar sites as a simple one level FSA as shown in �gure �����

When BlueAC is detected by a radar� a possible action by the radar station would

be to contact other RedACs to intercept and destroy the blue aircraft� Currently� we

capture this e�ect by having decrementing the score by a certain amount for every
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time slice BlueAC is detected by a radar� Thus� the longer the BlueAC is exposed to

the enemy radar� the lower the score will be�

Finally� the weather objectWx is modeled as having the wind factor� The wind

has a constant speed and a constant direction�

The model presented here is by no means complete nor has it been validated by an

SME� Since building sophisticated and realistic models is not the issue in our current

research� simple yet sensible models were built to prove our SBP approach�

��� Demonstration Mission Type

Our demonstration air mission is interdiction� Interdiction mission is a typical air

mission where the purpose is to destroy� delay� or disrupt existing enemy surface forces

while they are far enough from friendly surface forces that detailed coordination of

aerospace and surface activities is not needed� The objective of interdiction entails

the execution of carefully conceived� comprehensive plan designed to isolate an area

and to stop all support from reaching the area of con�ict�
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Therefore� the task of the attack aircraft can be de�ned as �hitting the tar�

get swiftly and accurately with whatever munitions are carried� and return to base

safely� ����� To achieve this task� the enemy defense must be penetrated� However�

di�culties arise because methods of penetration can vary according to the strength

and sophistication of the enemy�s detection� reporting� command and control network�

and how much intelligence is available about its capabilities� A balance between fuel

and munitions in determining the load to be carried is also important in mission

planning� Considering these uncertainties and constraints� selecting the best route is

a very di�cult task�

�� An Air Interdiction Scenario

As one of the applications of the SBP� we have chosen a typical air interdiction

scenario� and developed its Simulation Based Planner �C!!	 and GUI �Tk'Tcl	

under our Multimodeling Object�Oriented Simulation Environment �MOOSE	� In

order to show the usefulness of the SBP approach� consider an air interdiction scenario

in Figure ����� This Figure de�nes a scenario with dynamically moving objects� The

mission of the blue force aircraft is to destroy a red force munitions factory� There are

three Radars �R�� R�� R�	 and two Surface�to�Air Missile �SAM	 sites�S�� S�	� each

with di�erent e�ective detection ranges� Two red force aircrafts �A�� A�	 are located

in air defense zones Zone� and Zone� respectively� while one red force aircraft �A�	

is located outside of the air defense zones� At a �rst glance� the problem of guiding

the blue force around the radar� SAM and air defense zone coverages� and toward the

factory seems like a simple problem in computational geometry� In fact� this is the

manner in which most route planning is done� A typical rule might be formed �To

locate a path� avoid radar and SAM �elds� and avoid �ghting against enemy �ghters��

However such a rule based reasoning becomes more onerous when uncertainty and

dynamics are present�
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To see what kind of uncertainty and dynamics are involved� consider the following

available information at some point during the mission�

� Uncertain location and range 
 Radar R� and R� have been identi�ed as per�

manent �xtures� but an intelligence report suggests that R� may have mobility�

All the ranges �target� missile� arm range	 of SAM site S� is well known� but

only the arm range of S� is known and it has been reported to have a better

guidance system including swift mobility making its location uncertain�

� Uncertain enemy mission 
 red force aircraft A� and A� are known to be on

a Combat Air Patrol �CAP	 mission� since they are always detected around

zone� and zone�� But A��s mission type is unknown�

For each simulation trial� the uncertainty of S� is handled by �rst sampling a

random location for S� within the boundaries of the circle drawn around S� in �g�

ure ����� Taking this location as the center point of the SAM site� a boundary circle

is drawn representing the arm range of the SAM site� The uncertainty of the radar

R� is handled in a similar manner� The location is �rst determined by sampling the

point within the uncertainty circle drawn by the user� Using the sampled point as

the center point of the radar� a boundary circle is drawn representing the detection

range�

For the objects in our air force mission planning domain� we can categorize the

uncertainty into several types


�� uncertainty of existence
 the object may or may not even exist�

�� uncertainty of location
 an area of uncertainty of the object�s location is avail�

able but it is not certain of the exact location of the object�

�� uncertainty of range
 the exact detection range or �ring range is not known�
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Figure ����� A Typical Air Interdiction Scenario

� uncertainty of mission
 the exact mission type of an object is unknown�

�� uncertainty of �re power
 the destruction capability of the object is uncertain�

For our current prototype� we have concentrated mainly on location and range un�

certainties�

��� Planning Results

Figure ���� shows two possible routes �Route�� Route�	 under the environment

de�ned in �gure ����� The goal of blue force aircraft is to destroy the red force muni�

tions factory while satisfying � constraints
 time or fuel level� safety� and destruction

of the target� Given the possible routes� the role of the simulation�based planner is to

choose the best route minimizing time and fuel consumption� and maximizing safety
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and target destruction� In �gure ����� Route� is more attractive than Route� if we

value mission time above all others� but seems less safe since it is vulnerable to an

attack by red �ghter A�� Route� might be considered more safe and achieve higher

target destruction than Route� by avoiding the attack from �ghter A� and SAM site

S�� However� it will be detected by radar R�� increasing the probability of losing

blue force aircraft or damage to blue force aircraft� Moreover� there is a big chance

of being detected by radar R� even though its location is uncertain� The table at

the lower left of �gure ���� shows the result of the simulation� We display the mean

score and the con�dence interval half width of each mean at a ��% con�dence level�

As can be expected� Route� is more successful since it avoids direct attacks from the

highly destructive enemy �ghter and the SAM site �mean score of Route�
 ��� mean

score of Route�
 ��	�

If we delete Route� and consider another route based on the result of the previous

situation� we have two routes that we want to analyze� Figure ���� illustrates these

two candidates� Route� was chosen to avoid direct attack from A�� but for a short

time period it will be detected by R�� Route� also takes the blue aircraft into the

track range of S�� but not into its arm or missile range� Being detected in the track

range of S� is not very dangerous since only tracking functions may be performed by

S�� Overall� we expect the success rate of route � to depend largely on the result of the

samplings for uncertainty factors
 speci�cally� the location and guidance capability of

SAM S� and the mission type of A�� If the powerful guided system of SAM is sampled

close to this route� or A� has an intercept capability� then the chance of success will

be very small� Otherwise� the chance of mission success will be very good� These

nondeterministic and stochastic characteristics are resolved by multiple simulations

using di�erent samplings of the uncertainty factors� The con�dence interval of the

mean score of Route� is wide in comparison to that of Route� due to the reason
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Figure ����� Two possible routes
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Figure ����� Deleting Route� and inserting Route�

previously discussed� however� the overall mean score is better than that of Route�

because of the small chance of being detected by S� or intercepted by A��

We can now delete Route� and insert another route� Route
� which is carefully

chosen to minimize the amount of time that a blue force aircraft falls within the

detection ranges of R� and R� as in �gure ����� The result of the SBP shows almost

the same mean score for Route� and Route
 �Route� 
 ������� Route
 
 ������	 with

Route� being slightly better�� Intuitively� Route 
 seems like a better route since it

only involves radar sites whereas Route � has a SAM site S�� although its location

may be uncertain� With simulation�based planning� however� we discover that Route

� is a slightly better� But depending on our objective� we may select Route
 as the

�The goal is to maximize the mean score for determining the better plan�
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Figure ����� Deleting Route� and inserting Route

best overall route based on its narrower con�dence interval �Route
 
 ���� Route� 
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Next� in order to reduce the total number of replications in the simulation� we

compare two di�erent methods of output analysis� These two methods are discussed

in detail in Chapter �� The �rst one� which we refer to as the �iterative� method�

attempts to quantify signi�cant pairwise di�erences among the k means within a given

con�dence interval �� We call it �iterative� because of the fact that the algorithm

iterates�performing for every iteration� a set number of b replications and analyzing

data to see if there are any signi�cant di�erences� Whenever a route is found who is

signi�cantly worse than all the other routes� it is eliminated� The iteration continues
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until only two routes remain and a di�erence exists between the two of them� Note

that since we have  routes in our experiment� each con�dence level for the pairwise

di�erences must be made at ����� �� The second method� which we refer to as the

�non�iterative� method�referred to as �Selecting best of k systems� in section �����	� is

a method that avoids making unnecessary number of replications to resolve what may

be an unimportant di�erence� When two alternatives are actually very close together�

in terms of their goodness� we might not care if we erroneously choose one system�the

one that may be slightly worse	 over another�the one that is slightly better	� Thus�

given a �correct selection� probability P � and the �indi�erence� amount d�� the

method calculates how many more replications are necessary in order to make a

selection�a selection where with the probability at least P �� the expected score of

the selected alternative will be no smaller than by a margin of d�� In the following

experiment� we have chosen P �  ���� and d�  ��� A smaller d� will produce more

accurate results but with many more replications�

In addition to the two routes that appear in �gure ����� we add two more routes

are added to test how much the number of replications reduce and also if the identical

selection is made� The routes are shown in Figure ���� and are renumbered� Route

� and Route � represent two alternatives that are very close together and is likely

to require many number of replications to quantify a signi�cant di�erence between

them� As expected� Routes � and � do exhibit similar responses as shown in the

following plots� Figures ���� and ���� are results with just � routes
 �� � and ��

Figure ���� shows the mean score change of the routes using the simple iterative

method� After the �rst �� replications� the planner decides that route � can be

eliminated since its scores are in general signi�cantly lower than the other two routes�

It then performs ��� replications for both routes � and � before it decides that there is

�Refer to section ����
 for detailed explanation
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Figure ����� Inserting two new routes
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Figure ����� Plot of mean score changes of � routes using iterative method

signi�cant pairwise di�erence in their means to make a selection� Using this method�

we perform in total ���!���!��  ��� replications� With the non�iterative method�

although the method decides that �� more ����	 replications are needed to make a

decision on route �� less number of replications are made in terms of the total number�

���!�!��  ��� Note the weighted means calculated by the non�iterative method

which is used in making the �nal decision as to which of the two remaining routes

is the best one� In this particular scenario� both the iterative and the non�iterative

methods select route � as the best alternative�

Now� we add a th route� Route � which is the shortest but perhaps the most

dangerous route of the route� Figures ���� and ���� show the mean score changes for

these  routes� Route � and � are eliminated after �� replications since the average

scores are signi�cantly lower than routes � and �� With another route added� the

mean score change plots are somewhat di�erent than in the case where there were

only � routes� And this di�erence pushes the iterative method to continue replicating

�� more times ���� in total	 for each of the two routes before it makes a decision�

Consequently� it chooses route � as the better route�a di�erent selection than when
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Figure ����� Plot of mean score changes of � routes using non�iterative method

only ��� replications were performed� In the non�iterative method� it makes only ��

replications for route � and �� replications for route � before it makes a selection� It

chooses route � to be the best route in this particular case� As discussed in chapter ��

this can occur because the non�iterative method only ensures that it makes a correct

selection within a given probability P �� And since the indi�erence amount d� was

chosen to be ��� it basically decides that route � and � are indi�erent and many

more replications is really not necessary� Overall� the iterative method performed

�� replications whereas the non�iterative method only did ��� replications�

To �nd out whether the mean scores of the two routes � and � reach some kind of

steady state or just continue to oscillate� we performed ��� replications� Figure ���

shows this result� As we can see in the graph� the two routes do reach a steady state

and route � does seem to have a higher average than route ��
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CHAPTER �
CONCLUSIONS

We have presented the method of simulation�based planning as a new approach

to route planning under uncertain and complex environments� Our claim is not that

SBP should completely replace all other forms of planning� but that this approach

be used in conjunction with already existing� higher level planning approaches� This

way� given a set of alternatives to consider� SBP is able to extend the evaluation hori�

zon in mainly three aspects
 probabilistic uncertainty is handled through replicated

simulation of models rather than solving them analytically using probability theory�

the level of reasoning is extended to a �ner level of granularity� producing plans that

are closer to the level of execution while discovering subtleties that may be missed

by a higher level planner� and �nally� SBP breaks down the complexity of multiagent

adversarial planning by employing object�oriented multimodel simulation�

There are several advantages to using Simulation to predict the results of plan

execution� We list them here in addition to the ones that have been stated in sec�

tion ����

�� Simulation provides a uniform method without resorting to adhoc solutions� In

simulation� each entity in the environment is simulated in a uniform and consis�

tent manner by using models that represent both the physical and behavioral

properties� Thus� simulating a plan is a natural consequence of simulating each

of the entities by itself without having to worry about the global state change

as a result of each entities action� Using object�oriented programming methods�

each object is simulated using its own model�

���
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�� Because there is no central reasoning node for the simulation but many individ�

ual simulation models for di�erent entities� scalability is a natural consequence�

Extendibility is another advantage simulation provides� For example� the ef�

fects of adding a new type of entity will be clear� only the behavior models of

each entity must be updated to recognize and reason about this new entity�

�� Similar to how simulation is used for visualization� simulation can be easily

used to perform visual playback of how a plan was simulated to explain the

planner�s decision� This can be very useful for the military since much of the

military training is done through �after action review��which is reviewing and

analyzing the actions that were performed during battle�

� Once a plan is chosen for execution� the simulation data that was generated

during the planning process can be used to match with the current real world

state� This can be compared to a common technique used in adaptive control

theory where a reference model is compared with the actual performance data

in order to tune the controller to a desired state ����

�� Once the simulation results have been produced� the data can be analyzed and

interpreted in several ways to choose the �best� plan� For instance� we can

choose the plan which has not only a good average score but also the minimum

variance to ensure that it is the safest plan possible� We may also decide to

choose a plan that has the most number of highest scores even though the

con�dence interval width may be large in order to select a plan that has the

best potential in spite of risks involved� We can even decide to choose a plan

at random �given that the scores are above some threshold	 which will produce

nondeterministic planning� This is particularly useful for mission planning�

opposing forces should not be able to predict your plan�
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A common drawback of simulation is that it can be quite time consuming� Be�

fore the advent of fast low�cost personal computers� few researchers would consider

simulation of a fairly extensive experimental design to be a possible candidate for

real�time mission planning� However� as the speed of low�cost computers increases�

the simulation�based planning technique is becoming more and more attractive� In

order to build SBP planners that can satisfy time constraints� we have presented var�

ious ways of reducing the simulation time in terms of output analysis� experimental

design and multimodeling� We have also presented a heuristic algorithm that records

the average cpu time of each route simulation� uses the data to predict time usage

and then designs the experiment accordingly to produce the result within the time

constraint�

We have also identi�ed some problem areas where SBP will be most useful� It

is expected that for areas where there is little uncertainty involved or the level of

reasoning required is only at a higher level� SBP is not likely to do any better� Many

factors a�ect the success of an SBP planner and we brie�y mention some of them

here� As with any simulation� SBP will be only as good as the models that we build

to represent the world that we are planning in� In most cases� building valid models

is not a straightforward task� Validating that models indeed accurately represent the

world is an issue that we have not addressed in this thesis� Building good evaluation

functions that correctly represents the need of the user is also an important aspect

and is still somewhat of a trial and error process� All these and many other factors

must be carefully researched and some guidelines must be developed in order to

ensure that a user will build a useful planning system�



CHAPTER �
FUTURE WORK

The main focus of our work was in building a framework for SBP� There are many

areas that we have not addressed in much depth and we discuss them here as our

future work�

Validation of simulation models�making sure that the models we build appropri�

ately represents the actual object�is an important aspect that we must address� A

common approach is using sensitivity analysise or an inspection by an expert� An

interesting work related to this issue is validating and checking consistencies of a

higher rule�based systems� Using the predicted outcome of an existing higher rule�

based systems and the prediction of an SBP system �perhaps at a lower level of

detail	� we can compare the two predictions� Based on the comparison� we can val�

idate one system against another and �nd any inconsistencies� subtleties that may

have been missed by the higher level system� Taking it another step further� we may

modify and improve the higher level system using the information obtained from the

comparisons� Currently� research is underway in our simulation group that focuses

on studying e�ective consistency measures which will rectify di�erences in rules pro�

duced empirically �through knowledge acquisition	 and rules generated automatically

from multiple low�level simulations�

More detailed� sophisticated models should be built to obtain better results in

terms of answer quality and also test the degree of cpu time consumption in respect

to the model�s complexity� An immediate future work would be to extend the imple�

mentation of the Air Force models to include all the levels of abstraction as shown

���
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in chapter �� Larger number of objects should also be simulated to further study the

scalability and the rate change of time consumption�

Extending the multimodeling paradigm to enable model execution at any level of

abstraction is also currently underway and SBP can greatly bene�t from the success

of this work since it will allow reduction of model execution time� Possibilities exist

for future work in �nding other ways of meeting real�time constraints
 a hybrid ap�

proach of using quantitative and qualitative �fuzzy	 simulation� developing additional

heuristics to aid in optimizing the simulation process are some ideas that we plan to

research in the future�

Finally� to further extend the study of the SBP methodology� additional experi�

ments in other application areas should be performed� Also� building and comparing

two planning systems� one built using the SBP approach and one built using another

planning approach� should prove to be useful in further improving the SBP approach�
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